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Foreword 

The International Symposium on Industrial Development, convened by 
UNIDO in Athens in 1967, was the first major international meeting 
devoted exclusively to the problems of industrialization of the developing 
countries. It followed a series of regional symposia on problems of 
industrialization held in Cairo, Manila and Santiago in 1965—1966 
under the sponsorship of UNIDO and the United Nations regional 
economic commissions, and a similar symposium held in Kuwait in 1966 
under the sponsorship of UNIDO and the Government of Kuwait. 

The Athena Symposium was attended by some 600 delegates from 
78 countries and by representatives of various United Nations bodies, 
international organizations and other interested institutions in the public 
and private sectors. It provided a forum for discussion and exchange of 
views on the problems and prospects of the developing countries which 
are engaged in promoting accelerated industrial development. 

The Symposium devoted special attention to possibilities for inter- 
national action and for co-operative efforts among the developing coun- 
tries themselves, and explored the scope, means and channels for such 
efforts. 

Studies and papers on a wide range of problems relating to indus- 
trialization were presented to the Symposium—by the UNIDO secre- 
tariat and by participating Governments, international organizations 
and observers. An official report, adopted at the Symposium, has been 
published by UNIDO.1 Based on this documentation and the discussions 
in the meeting, the present series of monographs is devoted to the 21 main 
issues which comprised the agenda of the Symposium. Each monograph 
includes a chapter on the issues presented, the discussion of the issues, 

1 Report of the International Symposium on Industrial Development, Athens 
1967 (ID/11) (United Nations publication, Sales No.: 69.II.B.7). 



and the recommendations approved by the Symposium. Some of the 
monographs deal with specific industria' sectors; some with matters of 
general industrial policy ; and others with various aspects of international 
economic co-operation. An effort has been made to make the monographs 
comprehensive and self-contained, while the various economic, techno- 
logical and institutional aspects of the subject n. itter are treated within 
the context of the conditions generally prevailing in the developing 
countries. 

Since economic technological and institutional aspects are described 
with particular reference to the needs of the developing countries, it is 
felt that the monographs will make a distinct contribution in their 
res|>ective areas. They are intended as a source of general information 
and reference for persons and institutions in developing countries con- 
cerned with problems of industrialization, and particularly with problems 
and issues of international co-operation in the tield of industrialization. 
With this in view it was considered that an unduly detailed technical 
presentation should be avoided while at the same time enough substantive 
material should be offered to be of value to the prospective reader. For 
a more elaborate treatment of the subject, the reader is referred to the 
selected list of documents and publications annexed to eajh monograph. 

The annexes also contain information on the area., in which UNIDO 
can provide technical assistance to the developing countries on request; 
a selected list of major UNIDO projects in the respective fields ; and a list 
of meetings recently organized by the United Nations. 

It is hoped that the monographs will be particularly useful to 
( Jovemments in connexion with the technical assistance activities of 
UNIDO and other United Nations bodies in the field of industrial 
development. 

This monograph has been prepared by Professor Thomas Vietorisz 
of the New School for Social Research, New York City, as consultant to 
I'NIDO, in co-operation with the secretariat. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE SIGN* I FICANTE OK THK CHRMIC.U. INIHSTRY 

FOR KCONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

The chemical industry is one of the dynamic sectors of a modern industrial 
economy: on the average, it has a growth rate about two-thirds higher 
than that of the national economy as a whole. The chemical industry 
also expands faster than the average for all manufacturing activities. 
The food processing and textile sectors of manufacturing generally 
expand relatively slowly, hut most other manufacturing sectors show 
growth rates of similar magnitude to that of the chemicals sector. The 
dynamism of the chemical industry, however, derives not only from its 
capacity for rapid growth but also from the rapid technological change 
that is one of the industry's outstanding characteristics. The nature of 
chemical processes and the range of chemical products arc subject to 
continuous change. Consequently, expenditure on research and develop- 
ment and the influence of these activities on management decisions make 
the chemical industry one of the most "research-minded" of the industrial 
sectors. 

A measure of the significance of the chemical industry in economic 
development is the increasing extent to which chemical processes and 
products penetrate the technology of other industrial sectors as the level 
of industrialization rises. This phenomenon is similar, both qualitatively 
and quantitatively, to the growtn of electrification, mechanization and 
automation that accompanies technological progress, and independent 
development targets may be set for it, as for the others, in industrial 
development plans. Eventually, nearly all industries producing consumer 
goods need, directly or indirectly, the products of the chemical industry. 
In recent yearn, the chemical industry has also become to an increasing 
extent the producer of consumer goods made, for example, from plastics, 
synthetic fibres and synthetic rubbers. 

In the standard industrial classification of the United Nations,1 the 
chemical industry comprises the following branches: 

1   international Standard Industrial Classification of all Economic Activities, 
No. 4/Rev. I (United Nation« publication, Sale» No.: 158.XVII.7). 
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Basic industrial chemicals, including fertilizers, organic and inorganic- 
chemicals, dyes, explosives, synthetic fibres, resins, plasties, rubbers, 

and nuclear materials; 

Vegetable and animal oils and fats; 

Paints. vartiis'iK'.s and lacquers; 

Miscellaneous end-products,  such   as  pharmaceuticals,   cosmetics. 
soaps, polishes inks, matches, candles and insecticides. 

With the exception of fertilizers, which is the subject of a separate 
monograph in this series.2 this monograph is concerned with the whole 
range of products of the chemical industry, although most attention is 
given to problems associated with setting up the manufacture of organic 
and inorganic industrial chemicals, including petrochemicals. 

Simple chemical products such as paints and varnishes, soaps and 
polishes, are the first to he manufactured in the course of industrialization, 
generally followed by fertilizers, the chemicals associated with agriculture 
and some other end products, with a limited integration back along the 
processing chain-resins, plastics and synthetic fibres. A diversified base 
of heavy industrial chemicals is not achieved until a much later stage. 
Only in developed countries is there complete technological independence 
in the sense of national capability to undertake research, development, 
and process engineering and a broad penetration of chemical processes 
and products into other industrial sectors. 

Clearly, the chemical industry occupies an important place in the 
framework of industry as a whole, particularly when industrial develop- 
ment has progressed 11 a certain extent. It is not surprising that a grow- 
ing number of requests are being received from developing countries for 
assistance in setting up or expanding various branches of this industry. 
The existence of a domestic market for certain products is generally self- 
evident, since they are necessarily imported if there is no domestic produc- 
tion. In that case the key question is whether the market is large enough 
to justi.y the minimum economic scale of production. Many countries 
have raw materials that can be turned to economic use in chemical proces- 
ses and are thereby encouraged toexaminethe possibilities of manufacture. 

It may be thought that the establishment of the manufacture of 
chemical products will give employment to a significant number of 
workers, but as a generalization this belief is not well founded. The 

2 Monograph No. 6: Fertilizer Industry. 
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chemical industry, <*s|»ecinllv the* nnmufm t uro of basic Ir-avv chemicals 
and  petrochemicals,   has  a  verv  low  labour  intensity   and  cannot   ìw> 
ex*>eeted to contributo significantly to the al ».sorption of surplus labour 
Its development ha** to l>o justified in terms of import substitution to save 
foreign exchange ami in terms of the contribution it can make to struc- 
turally   balanced    industrial   development    and   frenerai   technological 
capabilities.  Above all, a chemical industry can stimulate efficiency in 
the agricultural sector of a developing country. Kven at quite an early 
stage in its growth, the chemical industry can produce fertilizers. |>esti 
cides and other chemicals that a country may not lx> able to afford tu 
import. In the course of promoting the use of these products, it also 
helps to upgrade skills and raise the level of technology in agriculture. 

Chaf>ter 1 describes the world situation of the chemical industries, 
pointing out that the value of production is believed to have doubled 
!>etween i960 and 1970. The share of the developing countries in the total 
production is only about 5 per cent and is increasing very slowly. Per 
capita, the production in the developing countries averages only one 
eleventh of the world average. Both in the developing countries and in 
the world as a whole, production expanded less rapidly in the second 
half than in the first half of the 1960s and still lower growth rates are 
foreseen in the 1970s. 

Consumption of chemical products in the developing countries is 
higher than production, about one third of consumption needs on the 
average being met by imports. 

Production and import statistics, when examined in relation to 
population and per capita income, show that on a per capita basis the 
value of chemical production may be expected to increase by 1.66 per 
cent for every 1 per cent increase in inn »me, while per capita imports 
riie almost exactly in step with per capita income. The influence of popula- 
tion size on chemical production and imports is not as great as that of 
the income level but is nevertheless significant. 

A reasonably well-developed chemical industry is both its own prin- 
cipal supplier and best customer. This is due to the processing chains 
that involve many intermediate steps in the transformation of chemicals. 
The other main markets of the chemical industry are agriculture and the 
textile, food, rubber and paper industries. In the course of industrial 
development, there are changes in the relative importance of the various 
branches of the chemical industry, the share of basic organic chemicals 
and plastics increasing while that of soaps and simple chemical products 
decreases. 
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(h<i}>Ur ^'describes some of the characteristic features of the chemical 

industry and examines some of the producís, The relationship between 

the size of the market and the minimum scale of economical production 

for various products has a critical effect on the prosftects for developing 

the chemical industry in any given country. Economies of scale are 

particularly marked in the tase of the basic heavy chemicals. Their pro- 

duction can Ite developed, therefore, only to tlie extent allowed by the 

over all development oí the country. Economies of scale usually impose 

h-ss stringent constraints, however, on the production of most end 

products. The nature ol the economies of scale is examined in detail, 

particularly as they ansi- in the production of basic chemicals. The 

conclusion I» reach«! that at present levels of income in most developing 

countries, onlv the organization of A regional or sub regional market 

»olili; j? i ve the volume of demand necessary to manufacture most 

basic chemical product«, even at minimum economic scales. 

The largest group of material inputs into the chemical industry at 

least iti the develop d countries, consists of intermediate ehemical pro- 

duets The most important groupf d raw material inputs is a miscellaneous 
group of organic origin (excluding petroleum based hydrocarbon) used 

maiuh for consumer product« such a« soap«, paints oils, fat H and waxes. 

(¿cncraliv M|ieakiug. the supply of these raw materials posen few serious 
problems. The extent to »huh inorganic minerals, hydrocarbons and 

e»rlMiii raw materials from »huh to manufacture basic heavy chemicals 

»re available is. however, a much more critical consideration. The 

ti cluneal and economic factors involved are discussed in  some detail. 

The linkages are examined between the chemical Hector and the 

« ugineering sector that supplies its processing equipment. The importance 

is stressed of ensuring, through co-ordination of development policy, that 

l«H¡»l engineering enterprise* can furnish an increasing proportion of the 

equipment required by the chemical industry. 

( ompared with other industrial Hector* ihechemicalindiiHtrv employs 
a Sow (»ercciitagc of unskilled labour and a high |>ereetitage of skilled and 

technical man (tower, and the total mini ben« employed are relatively 

»mall. The |to*HÍbilities of capital -labour substitution are limited, partly 

iiecause the chemical industry appears to otter fewer choice« of alter- 

native processes than other iiulHHtriM. and partly because modern 

technology has develojtcd in industrialized countries under the pressure 

of high »age rates and relatively cheap access to capital. 

Vim ¡iti >• -i examine^ sume issues of jtolicy thvt have to lie decided in 

the cours»- of developing the chemical industry, for example the role of 
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planning at difh rent .-tag»-^ <•[ tin- development    At  the mit-ti  ! ..>,   t 

little   interrelation    between    mdi\ liiiliil    projects   •»!    I>e1vveen    .¡I.IUH.II 

projects ami those in other industrie* *>> that planning niav  l><   o--tricted 

t<> a general promotional n*U-   A* the range <d locally minuta« t <\n >i - •ml 

products widens   th*' most   important issue raised i- whether tu nl\   <»n 

importing intermedi ite chemical pioduet- <>r   at  lea t in some ra-e-   to 

integrate   backwards  to   bea» y   ehemu als    Only   if   investment   m   m .« 

chemical projects is centrally <•' <>niin at ed ran the «-utillM-t tni¿ < -on-idem 

tiousthat arise at tin« stage he | u < if H ri v balanced from the point <>t \ i«-w 

nf the national interest    As dev« -lopinctit   propri-.«**-*   tli#* mam iwiic i- 

H hen and how to build up a <li\ ersitied ticav v i hemit al ba,-e   At tins «.tage 

the SCOJK- for planning is much greater   The smaller the markets to be 

served,  the inori' difficult   it   is  to resolví-  the»«'  issues l»ecause of   the 

economies of scali' m the production of heavy chemicals   At this stage it 

also   hecoruci»   important    to   <-•• onlmate    research   and   development 

activities   When the chemical  industry  of  a country  ha«  reached  full 

development und is technologically  indc|>endeut, exponent** «hows that 

«nmc measures of co ordination art- still advantageous even where there 

is no resort to actual programming of «ectoial development 

Integration of market* on a regional or sul» regional hasis will nearly 

always make JM issi hie a more rapid development of the chemical industry. 
The negotiation of such arrangements has proved difficult, however 

since each country is more auxi nis to produce a given product for the 

whole region than to import products made elsewhere in the region 

Projects have therefore to IM- planned so as to com (tentiate each countrv 

adequately. It may sometimes Ite (tossiblc to do this within the context 

of the chemical industry alone hut it will usually Ite more efficient to 

include other industrial sectors in a joint planning operation. The 

engineerng sector lends itself well to the process of eomttensation, Iteeause 

its geographical location is only slightly restricted by economie and 

technical factors. 

Two asiieets of the balanced growth of industry are examined 

balance between the chemical industry and other sectors and balance in 

the geographical distribution of the chemical industry. It is concluded 
that the manufacture of the simpler end-products can be accelerated 
almost regardless of the growth of the economy as a whole while certain 
product* such as fertilizers and pesticide* can be develofted rapidly only 
if there is a parallel development in the agricultural sector. In the case 
of basic chemicals, development cannot proceed faster than the economy 
as a whole. While geographical dispersion of the man.ifaeture of light 
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chemical products is generally possible and oven desirable, the opposite 
is true of heavy basic inorganic and organic chemicals. For a number of 
reasons the manufacture of heavy chemicals is more efficient in industrial 
complexes than in isolated plants. 

When and to what extent backward integration should be undertaken 
in the chemical industry of o developing country are questions of great 
complexity. The interaction of technical issues and problems of foreign 
exchange availability are examined. 

The importance of domestic availability of the main raw materials 
used in the manufacture of chemicals is much greater in some branches 
of the chemical industry than in others. It is explained that in 
certain circumstances it is important to value raw material resources 
on the basis of opportunity cost rather than on the basis of exploitation 
cost. 

The mor^ advanced the development of the chemical industry 
becomes, the more pressing is the issue of indigenous versus foreign 
technology. While a developing country may have no real choice but to 
rely on foreign technology in the earlier stages, reasons are given why this 
is unlikely to lead to adoption of the most suitable technology for local 
conditions. A long-term effort in research and development is required 
before any country can hope to become technologically independent. In 
parallel with this effort, the technical level of process engineering design 
and manufacture must be improved. It is recognized that there are 
formidable difficulties in finding the highly qualified j>ersonnel and the 
finance necessary to achieve success in this field. In practice there are 
various compromises between a fully imported and a fully indigenous 
chemical technology. These include the purchase of patents and licensing 
of individual processes, as well as joint ventures between foreign and 
domestic enterprises. 

Financial and pricing policies must have regard to the structure of 
the1 world market for chemical products, the extent to which the enter- 
prises set up in developing countries are joint ventures, and the degree 
to which production is to be oriented towards export. A relatively small 
producer in a developing country is extremely unlikely to be able to 
penetrate the world market, except on the basis of measures of regional 
integration, trade agreements or joint ventures with large international 
chemical companies. There is a good chance that future expansion can 
be financed out of retained profits when chemical production is estab- 
lished primarily for import substitution and is accorded some tariff 
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protection. Self-financed expansion is much harder to achieve, however. 
if a substantial proportion of production has to be exported. 

Chapter 4 gives an aeeount of the issues relating to the chemical 
industry as presented to the International Symposium on Industrial 
Development, the discussions held and the recommendations adopted. 
The discussion emphasized that the conllict between restricted domestic 
markets and the strong economics of scale, especially for heavy chemicals, 
produced a strong economic argument for regional co-operation and inte- 
gration of markets. It was admitted, however, that the advantages had 
to be balanced among the participating countries and that this could 1M« 

a complex operation. Among the specific product groups discussed were 
synthetic rublwr, chemicals having either backward or forward linkages 
to the agricultural sector, and carbo chemicals. 

It was emphasized that the planning and establishment of chemical 
industry complexes in the developing countries would require the 
(¡overnments to play a {»ositivc role. There was a discussion of the type 
of institution through which this role should be exercised. It was stressed 
that joint ventures with foreign companies were an important means of 
creating such complexes. There was also a full discussion of the practical 
problems that arise in connexion with the transfer of technology and 
skills from developed to developing countries. 

Chapter -5 deals with United Nations action and other action to 
promote the development of the chemical industry. It deseriliea first 
the work done by UNIDO in connexion with basic chemicals, particularly 
those based on salt, si"ce many developing countries nossess this source 
of raw material, and with petrochemicals. 

In the last few years UNIDO has provided technical assistance! in 
evaluating the possibilities of developing the production of essential oils, 
and also pharmaceuticals. Work has been started in promoting the 
manufacture of industrial products by fermentation. Since the equipment 
is simple to design and construct, the investment required is not great 
and the agricultural or waste products needed as raw materials are usually 
available domestically, these activities are well suited to many develop- 

ing countries. 

Consideration is given to the use of consultant and trouble-shooting 
groups that can be made available for limited periods at very short notice 
to advise and assist in a number of urgent tasks. Measures are outlined 
for increasing the capacity of developing countries to undertake research, 
development and process engineering. 





Chapter I 

WORLD SITUATION 
OF THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 

PROIH'CTION   AND CONSUMPTION 

It is expected that the world production of chemical products, excluding 
China (mainland), will more than double between HMiOand 1!>70. increas- 
ing in value from $72 billion to $153 billion, of which the developing 
countries account for only about five |HT cent. Per ca/ñfa the production 
in developing countries is only about S.ô |>er cení of the average for the 

world as a whole. 

Over this ten year period the relative position of the developing 
countries has improved slightly; their share in the total production is 
estimated to have risen from 4.7 per cent to 5.2 per cent between UHM» 
and 1!>65, but is not expected to rise further by 11>70. Since the population 
increase over the decade has been more rapid in the developing countries 
than in the rest of the world the improvement in their share of ¡ter capita 

production is smaller. 

Production figures for individual developing countries, by region, 
compared with the world total are given in table 1 for 1!>60 and IH65 
together with estimates for 1970. It may be seen that the world wide 
expansion of the industry was less rapid in the second half than in the 
first half of the decade, the average annual growth rates being 6.5 and 
!>,2 per cent respectively. The corresponding figures for the developing 
countries are 6.1 and 11.2 per cent resjieetivery. It is estimfiUtd that in 
the decade 1«J7<>-—1»80, the growth rate will l»e between 4 and 6 |ier cent 
lier year for the world as a whole, with production in the developing 
countries increasing at between 5 and 7.5 per cent per year 

Consumption of chemical products in the developing countries is 
substantially higher than production, the balance being imported. The 
share of developing countries in world consumption, excluding China 
(mainland), was 7.2 per cenv in 1960 (compared with 4.7 per cent produc- 
tion) and 7.6 per cent in 1965 which is also the expected share for l!»7»> 

2* 
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TABLE 1 :   VALUE OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTION IN SELECTED YEARS: THE WORM» 
ANU DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

i960 

Summary 
WORLD, TOTAL    72,281 

DKVELOPINO CO! NTHIKS, 
TOTAL 3,423 

SHARE or DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES IN TOTAL WORLD 

PRODUCTION (per cont) 4.7 
Developing countries, by region 
Africa  330 

United Arab Republic  .... 230 
Other countries  100 

Asia  983 
Burma  10 
China (Taiwan)  73 
Incita  573 
Indonesia    45 
Iran  20 
Pakistan.  20 
Philippines  110 
Republic of Korea  24 
Republic of Viot-Nam  .... 25 
Thailand  14 
Turkey     55 
Other countries  14 

Latin America  2,110 
Argentina  380 
Brazil     780 
Chilo  71 
Colombia  95 
Mexico  530 
Peru  70 
Uruguay  18 
Venezuela  120 
Other countrtiK«  46 

lion dottai s iJoWirt f#T r.tptia 

196S 1970» i960       ¡!)tì.j         1970* 

12,092 153,400 31.3      44.2       55.0 

5,810 7,902 2.«        3.8         4.7 

5.2 5.2 8.3 8.6 8.7 

580 788 1.3 2.0 2.4 
420 53« 8.9 14.2 15.6 
160 252 0.4 0.6 0.8 

1,870 2,400 1.1 1.8 2.1 
13 16 0.4 0.5 0.6 

206 370 6.9 16.6 26.4 
1,050 1,225 1.3 2.2 2.3 

60 68 0.5 0.6 0.6 
37 43 0.9 1.5 1.6 
70 116 0.2 0.7 1.0 

180 229 4.0 5.« 5.9 
55 64 1.0 1.9 2.0 
35 41 1.8 2.2 2.3 
20 25 0.5 0.6 0.7 
83 128 2.0 2.7 3.6 
61 75 0.1 0.6 0.7 

3,360 4,714 10.5 14.5 17.7 
520 666 18.3 23.2 27.6 

1,146 1,500 11.2 14.2 16.0 
83 115 9.2 9.6 11.9 

140 20 0 6.«» 7.8 9.7 
963 1 456 14.7 22.5 30.0 
133 207 7.0 11.4 15.7 
24 29 7.2 8.9 10.0 

250 375 16.4 28.7 36.1 
101 166 1.4 2.8 3.4 

SoraCK : Verband dor Chornischen Industrie, e.V., Chemical Industry and Developing Count rite, 
«pared for the United Nation«, Frankfurt/Main, 1986, for year» 1860 and 19Ô5. 

» Forecast extrapolated from annual Borie« 1960—1967. 

(compared with 5.2 per cent production). The average per capita consump- 
tion for all the developing countries is about 12.5 per cent of the world 
average (compared with 8.5 per cent production). Table 2 gives data for 
consumption corresponding to the production data given in table 1. 
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TABLE 2:      VAI.I'K OF APPAkKNT CHEMICAL CONSUMPTION  IN SELECTKU   YEARS: 

THE WORLD AM» IlEVEi.OPINU COCNTKIEH 

Million doüat» DoUars per capita 

I960 1965 ¡970» i960        ¡Mi       uno* 

Summary 
YVofU.D,b TOTAL    72,230 112,315 153,400            31.3      44.2       «55.» 

PKVKLOPINO COCNTRIE8, 
TOTAL 5,186 8,554 11,610              3.9        5.6         7.0 

SHARK or DEVELOP ivo 
( OCNTRIES IN TOTAL WORU1 

CONSUMPTION (per cent ) 7.2 7.6 7.6 

Developing countries, by region 

Africa  _6»fl J»l<>*_ 1M2 
united Arab Republic     302 632 680 
Other countries  397 672 752 

Asia  1,672 2,894 3,843 
Burma  30 34 39 
China (Taiwan)  112 265 43« 
India  73» 1.232 1,615 
Indonesia  W 68 82 
Iran  67 13« I67 

Pakistan  81 1«« 233 
Philippinen  m 262 310 
Republic of Korea  104 168 220 
Republic of Viet-Nam     55 84 92 
Thai'and  60 100 139 
Turkey    »0 142 190 
Other countries  118 235 320 

Latin America  2,815 ^£ft_ Jí:3?5 

Argentina  410 720 1,018 
Brazil     »12 1,312 1,680 
Chile    68 118 165 
Colombia  174 207 295 
Mexico  697 1,282 1,904 
Peru  113 194 275 
Uruguay  22 30 37 
Venezuela  225 381 495 
Other countries  194 314 456 

12.5 12.7 12.7 

2.7 3.8 4.3 

11.7 18.0 20.0 
1.7 2.2 2.5 

1.9 3.0 3.4 

1.4 1.4 1.4 
10.6 21.4 31.1 

1.7 2.5 3.0 
0.5 0.7 0.7 
3.1 5.6 6.3 
0.9 l.ft 2.2 
6.1 8.1 8.1 
4.3 5.9 6.7 
3.9 5.2 5.1 
2.3 3.2 3.9 
3.2 4.0 5.4 
1.2 2.2 2.9 

13.9 19.7 23.7 

19.8 34.0 41.9 
13.1 lfl.2 17.9 
8.8 13.4 17.0 

11.3 11.5 14.3 
19.4 30.0 39.2 
11.3 16.6 20.7 
8.6 11.0 12.« 

30.9 43.8 47.6 
6.0 8.7 10.6 

SotxmcK : Verb«*! der Chomwchen Indurine, e.V., Cktmiaú lmdmMry and Dtvdoping Countri* 
prepared for the United Nation«, Frankfurt/Main, I»««, for y»*r» IW0 and 1865. 

* Forecast extrapolated from annual lerÌM IMO—1M7. 

b World apparent consumption i» anumed equal to world production 
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The corrt'lîition of production and import lr«»nds with per rapita income and 
population 

The pnth'in ut production and imports by »•ountrH's can he analysed 

in order to provide guidelines for development measures and to estal>lish 

norms against which their effect i vem'ss may be judged. The level of j»r 

capito income is a hroad indicator of a country's endowment of labour 

skills, technological and organizational sophistication, and capital. The 

size of population at a given income level also exert« an influence on the 

size of the domestic market and hence the feasibility of local production. 

The statistics of production and imports for several dozen countries have 

been analysed with regard to these two variables in order to calculate 

the trend*, and the residís are shown graphically in figure 1. It must !«• 

appreciated that large deviations from the trend lines may occur in the 

case of individual countries, owing to different endowments of natural 

(•«»sources and differences in skill and organizational ability. Such differences 

are reflected in the level of industrialization and the participation in 
world traile of individual cou.tries. 

Chemical production per capita, as measured by value added, would 

wem to increase by !.<»*» per cent for every 1 per cent increase in per 

mpita income. These are compound rates of growth, so that an increase 

of 100 per t:ent in per capita income is associated with an increase of over 

200 |KT cent in chemical production. Per capita imports, on the other 

hand, would appear to rise almost exactly in step with the income level, 

i.e. O.Wi per cent for each 1 f>er cent rise in per capita income. 

The influence of population size on production and imports is not 

as great as that of the income level but is nevertheless substantial. The 

effect is illustrated graphically in figure I by sets of parallel lines represent- 

ing populations of I, 5. 25 and 125 million respectively. 

These trends are also illustrated in dollar terms in table 3 for income 

levels of $l(M». $200. $400 and $800 per capita. Thus, for a country with a 

population of 1 million. theex|>eet<d value ad«led in the chemical industry 

i« only $0.!* /*•/• capita where the income level is $200 per capita but rises 

to $2.8 per capita for an income level of $400 per capita. By comparison, 

where the population is 25 million, the corresponding ligures for the 

expected value added in the chemical industry are $2.0 and $ft.3 respect- 
ively. (It is estimate«! that gross production value in the chemical 
industry is 2.3 times the value adtled in production.) 

Tin» gross produitioit value per capita in 11*65 is given in table 1. 

the averages for the developing regions being as foliWs: Africa $2.0; 
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aio    T.oboifw 

-h-,  prr cupifä iiuoae in 

litare I. Per capita chemical production and iwjtorts a$ functions of population 
and per capita income 

Asia $1.8; and Latin America $14.5. If it in assumed that population -.vili 
grow at the annual rate of 2.5 per cent and per capita income at 3 per cent, 
it may be calculated that Asia or Africa would require thirty yeans to 
nach the average ¡wr capita level of chemical production ruling in Latin 

America in lOtìó. 
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TABLE .*{:    8TAI ;STICAL TRENDS FOR   THE CHEMICAL INDCSTKIE.H 

I'opula- 
lion 

(mü- 
lion») 

100 
Per capita inconu in <loUam 

¿00              4D0               HfiO 

Ktpreteil txUue %n iloUars 

1. Vaino added in chemical in- 
dustries production, per cap- 

1 
5 

25 
125 

0.3 
0.4 
0.« 
1.0 

0.0 
1.3 
2.0 
3.1 

2.M 
4.2 
6.3 
0.6 

8.8 
13.3 
10.9 
30.3 

1. Value added  in all manu- 
facturing    production,    per 

1 
5 

25 
125 

13 
15 
19 
23 

33 
40 
48 
59 

84 
103 
125 
153 

217 
265 
324 
306 

3. Chemical industries imports, 1   1 
1    26 
[  125 

3.0 
1.8 
0.8 
0.4 

5.8 
3.0 
1.6 
0.8 

11.3 
5.0 
3.1 
1.6 

22.0 
11.4 
5.9 
3.1 

4. AH imports, per capita  

1 
í   ¡ 

25 
126 

30 
25 
16 
10 

77 
49 
31 
20 

153 
100 
62 
30 

303 
103 
123 
78 

Xzpecmd ptrctntaffu 

8. Value added in chemical in - 
dust rit« production, per cent 
of national income  

1 
5 

25 
125 

0.3 
0.4 
0.6 
1.0 

0.4 
0.7 
1.0 
1.5 

0.7 
1.1 
1.6 
2.4 

1.1 
1.7 
2.5 
3.8 

6. Value added  in  all manu- 
facturing    production,    per 
cent of national income .... 

1 
5 

25 
125 

13 
15 
10 
23 

16 
20 
24 
20 

21 
26 
31 
38 

27 
33 
40 
40 

7. Value added in chemical in- 
diwt ries product ion, per cent 
of value added in all manu- 
facturing     

1 
5 

25 
125 

2.2 
2.8 
3.4 
4.2 

2.7 
3.3 
4.2 
5.2 

3.3 
4.1 
5.1 
6.3 

4.0 
6.0 
6.2 
7.7 

8. Chemical industrie« importa,   1 
per cent of all import« j 

1 
5 

25 
125 

7.7 
6.3 
5.2 
4.2 

7.5 
6.1 
5.0 
4.1 

7.4 
5.0 
4.0 
4.0 

7.3 
5.0 
4.8 
4.0 

Sotmc», United Natiom, A Study of Indurtrial Or***, New York, IMS (»ai« Mo.¡ 63.II.B.I). 

It ha« been shown that production rise« with an increase in popula- 
tion for any given level of income. This reflects the substantial economies 
of scale prevalent in the chemical industry. Per capita consumption, how- 
ever, does not appear to vary significantly with size of population for 
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anv given income level and, consequently. p> r capita imports of chemical 
products trini to fall HH population grows. Thus, for a country with a 
population of I million awl a /*r rapila income level of $200. the expected 
value of imports is $5.S /*r capita increasing to $11.It per capita if the 
income level is $400 pr capita. For a country with a population of 
2;"» million, the ¡wr capita imjtort value would be $1 A\ for an income level 
of $2<H> ¡Mr capita or $3.1 for an income level of $4no p, r capita. 

Table 3 also gives data for total imports pur capita according tu the 
same income levels and ¡Herniation sizes. These data show that the total 
ini|H»rts pr capita also fall with increasing |K>puIation size hut not to the 
same extent a» chemical imports. It follows that the ratio of chemical 
imports to total imports tends to fall with increases in population. The 
ratio of chemical ini|>ortH to total im|K>rts also tend» to fall slightly as the 
income level rise«, but this movement is very slight. 

AH the trend lines in figure 1 indicate, chemical products are almost 
entirely imported at the lowest levels of per capita income and domestic 
production does not overtake imjMirts until per capita income reaches 
some $2o0 to $300. 

Relationship of chemical production to national income and all manufacturing 

Table 3 «hows chemical production on a value-added basis as a 
percentage of national income for the same ranges of per capita income 
and population. Whereas the expected percentage is only 0.3 for a country 
with a prr capita income of $100 and a population of 1 million,,it is as 
high as 3.8 per cent for a country with a per capita income of $800 and 
a population of 125 million. 

Similar information is given in table 3 for the relationship between 
chemical production and all manufacturing. For the same two examples, 
the range is from 2.2 per cent to 7.7 per cent. 

INTBB-INDUSTRY LINKAGES 

The chemical industry is both its own most important supplier and 
its own most important customer. This is because the industry is charac- 
terized by processing chains that involve many intermediate steps in 
the transformation of chemicals. 

Table 4 shows the principal linkages between the chemical industry 
and ether sectors of the economy for four developed countries and one 
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developing country. The input coefficients show the proportions in which 
various industria] sectors (including the chemical sector itself) and other 
economic sectors provide the goods and services consumed by the enter- 
prises that make up the chemical se (or. The output coefficients show the 
proportions in which these enterprises «ell their production to the various 
sectors and also to final coü.-uü.ers and export markets. The most import- 
ant inputs are, of course, the raw materials and intermediate chemical 
products. Energy, transport and various other services, however, are also 
significant. It may 1M- seen from the output coefficients that the principal 
markets of the chemical industry are agriculture and the textile, food, 
rubber and paper industries. It is evident that the coefficients vary con- 
siderably from country to country. The output coefficients for India are 
significantly smaller than those for the other four, more highly developed 
countries. In general, inter-industry linkages increase with the level of 
industrialization. In the initial stages of industrial development, the 
industrial sector tends to consist of a collection of fairly isolated projects, 
between which there are only weak linkages. It is only at later stages of 
development that a web of complex industrial relationships links up the 
scattered projects. 

BRANCH STRICTURE OF THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

The increase in value of chemical production with the income level 
and population is accompanied by changes in the branch structure of 
the sector in the course of industrialization. Basic changes in the structure 
of branches have also taken place in the advanced industrialized countries 
because of the changes in technology during the last two décaties. 

Despite the limitations of the statistics, it may lie said that more than 
HO |HT cent of the value of chemical production in the industrially 
advanced countries takes place in the following eight branches: inorganic 
industrial chemicals; organic industrial chemicals; fertilizers; plastics; 
man-made fibres, pharmaceuticals; soaps, detergents and cosmetics; and 
paints, varnishes, etc. 

A study of the branch structure in the early 1050s and again in the 
early 1960s for the European Economic Community and seven other 
countries, whose combined production represented about 85 per cent of 
world chemical production [excluding China (mainland)] shows that the 
pattern in both {leriods varied greatly from one country to another. 
Table fi shows not only the average for this group of countries as a whole, 
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but also tin' minimum and maximum values found for the percentage 

>hur<of total prod net ion attributable to any given brandi of the industry. 

In the developing countries the statistical detail is generally lacking 

to document accurately the branch structure of the chemical industrv but 

.sortie indications can be jjri\ i-ri. based on estimate.*. 

In the developing region of Africa the I'nited Arab Republic accounts 

for over 7<i per cent of the value of chemical production and it is mainly 

the [tattern in this country that is described Compared with the indus- 

trially developed countries, there is a strong emphasis on inorganic 

industrial chemicals and fertilizers, but the most striking feature is the 

high proportion of total output contributed h\ soaps. 

In the developing region of Asia. India accounts for over half the 

value of chemical production while China (Taiwan) anil the Philippines 

together contribute more than -'•> |HT cent. Like Africa, the Asia region 
shows an emphasis on it organic industrial chemicals and fertilizers, but 

the share of soaps ami detergents in the Asia legion, while above the 

average for the developed countries, is much less than in Africa. On the 

other hand. Asia devotes a far greater (»crcentage of its chemical produc- 
tion than Africa to pharmaceuticals and man-made fibres. Both regions 

have a negligible activity in the held of organic industrial chemicals, as 

compared with the industrially advanced countries. 

Hat her more data are available for Imititi America.•' Seven countries, 

namely Argentina, Brazil. Chile. Colombia, Mexico. Peru and Venezuela, 

account for more than !>"> per cent of the value of chemical production in 

Latin America. The estimates prepared in resf>ect of 1UH5 for these 

countries taken together are also shown in table 5. Latin America is in 

general further advanced in chemical production than the other develop- 

ing regions and its branch structure is rather closer to that of the devel- 

oped countries. The share of organic industrial chemicals is much greater 

than in Africa and Asia but still below that in the developed countries. 

On the other hand, the inorganic basic chemicals account for only a small 

proportion of the total production and there is not the same strong 

emphasis on fertilizers as in Africa and Asia. Pharmaceuticals, soaps and 

detergents account for twice as high a percentage of the total as the aver- 

age for industrialized countries. 

3 8w La industria química en América IxUina; for full reference see annex 3 
under ' Economic Commission for Latin America". 
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< HARAfTERISTHS AND PROBLEMS 

MARKKTS AND  KI'ONOMIKN OK S( AI.K. 

The relationship between the size of the market and the minimum scale 

of production that  is economical for various chemical products has a 

critical effect on the prospects for developing the chemical industry in 

any given country. As far as the production of basic heav\ chemicals is 

concerned, the higher the level of general industrial development and the 

larger the population to he served    all the way up to markets of sul» 

continental size—the hetter the prospect of profitable operation, owing 

to the economies of scale. In the case of chemical end-products, however, 

the economies of scale usually impose less rigid constraints. Kxamplcs ot 

such end products are paints, varnishcH and waxes: matches and candles; 

and pharmaceutical formulations. Some end-products however, arc sul» 

jeet to as substantial economies of scale in their production as the basic 

heavy chemicals: synthetic rubber is a case in point. The discussion ol 

economies of scale is therefore concerned primarily with basic heavy 

chemical». 

Inter-iiiduNtry linkage» and demand tor chemicals 

The demand for chemical products is not closely tied to the develop- 

ment of a few selected industries but depends rather on the development 

of the economy as a whole. The chemical industry sells to a large number 

of other industries producing final products, intermediate goods and 

capital equipment, in addition to its sales to the (¡overnmeiit and to 

linai consumers. Some indication of the diversity of sales outlets may In- 

obtained from ihe following broad survey. 

Sales to final consumers include drugs and pharmaceuticals, cos 

metics and soap, household chemicals and photographic materials. Only 

one step removed from the final consumers are the following industries 

that supply goods for final consumption, with an indication of the chemical 

products sold to them : 

21 
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Procossed foods: 

Textile«: 

Acids, cleaning fluids, preservatives, dis- 
infectants ; 

Alkalis, detergents, dyes, bleaches, resins 
and adhesives for sizing, synthetic fibres ; 

Leather: Tanning agents, dyes, bleaches; 

Printing and publishing:    Inks. 

Other industrial sectors less closely identified with consumer goods 
are supplied with an extremely wide variety of chemical products, some 
of which are given below : 

Fertilizers, agricultural control chemicals 
(pesticides), chemicals for animal hus- 
bandry (feed additives, veterinary drugs, 
disinfectants) ; 

Chemicals for pulp making, bleaches, 
adhesives ; 

Soda ash and edditives; 

Wood preservatives, resins and adhesives, 
paint and varnish, bleaches, stains; 

Pickling acid for steel ; 
sodium hydroxide (aluminium) ; 
flotation chemicals, leaching agents, addi- 
tives ; 

Sulphuric acid, alkalis, solvents. 

Sales to industries manufacturing capital goods and consumer dur- 
ables include the following : 

Roofing materials, paints and varnishes 
adhesives, plastic components (as well as 
products sold to the lumber and glass 
industries as shown below), explosives; 

Plastics for insulating wires and cables, 
insulating bases and shapes ; 

Components for batteries, plastic for seals 
and trim, paints and varnishes; 

Plastic components, enamcla (as well as 
products sold to the lumber and wood 
industries as shown above). 

These lists convey the impression that demand for chemical product« 
is widely diffused throughout the economy and this is fully supported by 

Agriculture : 

Pulp and paper : 

Glass and ceramics: 

Lumber and wood 
products: 

Metallurgy: 

Petroleum refining: 

Construction : 

Electrieal machinery : 

Transport equipment : 

Household appliances 
and furniture : 
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.statistics. Tíidlc 4 shows that inter industry demand, as distinct from the 
sale of end-products to linai consumers, generally represents between one 
liai*'and two thirds of total demand.1 Furthermore, inter-industry sales 
are less sharply concentrated in the case of chemical industry than for 
most other manufacturing and extractive industries. In this respect, the 
chemical industry is more akin to the investment goods industries and 
to the sen ice sectors of the economy. The f><> • f>0 input-output table 
constructed for the I'tiitcd States economy for the year 1Ü57 showed the 
following share of interindustry demand going to the four largest indus- 
trial markets (i.e. output sectors): 40 per cent for the service industries; 
f)S per cent for the capital goods and consumer durables industries; 53 t>er 
cent for the chemical industry; and IH per cent for other manufacturing 

and extractive industries. 

Demand for an individual chemical product is based in most cases 
on many different end-uses. (Jrowth in product demand usually depends, 
therefore, on a balanced growth in the economy as a whole rather than on 
expansion of one or two particular industrial sectors. Because of the net- 
work of interconnexions between the chemical processes in the chain 
between production of basic chemicals and production of end-products, 
it follows that the demand for many basic heavy chemical» depends 
ultimately on balanced growth of the economy as a whole though for any 
given basic chemical there may be a direct forward linkage to only a few- 

other intermediate products. 

One consequence of the widespread distribution of chemical demand 
is that planners have only limited scope to create a market by simultan- 
eously expanding one or two other key industries, as can be done for some 
industrial sectors. For example, the cement industry can l>e launched to 
serve a large public works programme, comprising the construction of 
dams, roads, schools and hospitals; the reason for this is that cement 
manufacture and the construction sectors are highly interdependent and 
lend themselves to joint planning. For the chemical industry the only 
significant concentrated linkage is to the agricultural sector, particularly 
at the early stages of development when other interindustry linkages are 
not highly developed in most countries. The development of chemical 
products allied to agriculture, such as fertilizers and ipestieides, may be 
linked to the growth of and the introduction of modern technology in the 

agricultural sector. 

« For the comparable percentage in other industrial sector«, nee UNIDO 
Techniques of Sectoral Economic Planning: The Chemical Industrie*, table 4, p-\go 20 
(ÍÜ/SKH. E/l; ST/CID/14) (Unitod Nations publication, Sale» No.: »»«.1I.B.17). 
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Tho nature of economies of seal««6 

The most significant source of economics of scale is the reduction in 
the cost of fixed investment per unit of annual output as the annual 
capacity of the plant increases. While there is also a sharp reduction in 
unit labour requirements in these circumstances, the importance of this 
factor is relatively minor because labour costs represent in most canes 
such a small fraction of total production cost, especially with respect to 
the basic chemicals. Some economics may also arise from greater efficiency 
in the recovery of auxiliary chemicals or in the use of fuel, steam and 
power; but it is customary to assume that the cost of such inputs is 
strictly proportional to the volume of output and there are few circum- 
stances in which this assumption produces significant errors. 

The relationship between increases in the capital cost of fixed assets 
(fixed investment) and increases in annual production capacity can he 
described satisfactorily for many entire chemical processes by a simple 
exponential equation, which is valid over a certain range of annual out- 
puts. A similar type of equation relates labour costs to annual scale of 
output. The chemical engineer is accustomed to relationships of this kind 

expressed in the following form: 

(*:) 

where (\ and C2 are capital or labour costs at two scales of annual output, 
,S', and .S2. while the exponent / varies between 0 and 1 according to the 
(nemicai process. For the economist. / represents the elasticity of the cost 
of fixed assets or labour in relation to the scale of annual production. For 
lixed investment the value of / lies typically in the range 0.6—0.8, and 
for labour cost in the range 0.2—0.4. In the case studies from which these 
results are derived, labour generally means direct labour engaged in 
pioduction. The cost of indirect labour and supervision, together with 
labour-associated costs such as paid holidays and pension and social 
security contributions, are conventionally reckoned as a percentage of 
direct labour, which would imply the same, economies of scale as for direct 
labour. There are some further indirect costs of production and general 
office overheads that arc likewise conventionally expressed as percentages 

4 Economies of «cale an» more fully dwewwed ¡n the UNIDO publication 
Technique» of ¡sectoral Economie Planning: The Chemical Industries, pages 19 to 31, 
51 .uni 52. 
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of 'direct labour costs. There are still other cost elements that are custom - 
¡trilv expressed as |>erccntages of fixed capital investment, for example, 
maintenance and insurance of lixed assets. 

As an example of the relationship of costs to scale, figure 2 illustrates 
the position with regard to the production of ammonia from natural gas. 

By way of further illustration, table f> shows estimates of the value 
«if / for fixed investment in the production of IK chemicals, and the range 
of annual production over which economies of scale occur, from a mini- 
mum feasible scale (often determined by the commercial availability of 
factory equipment) to an upper limit beyond which few further economies 

so 
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Figure 2. Ammonia: economies of scale 

SOURCE: InduttrùUizatim and  Productivity, Bulletin 10,   1966 (United Nations 
publication, Sales No.: 66.II.B.8), figure VIII, p. 16. 
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of scale ave achievable with known technology and available typos of 

equipni« ut. The table :-lso shows for each chemical product tin- basin 

reference seul«' of annual output (corresponding roughly to an 'economic 

nize'") and the related unit investment cost used in calculating the 

informât ion presente« 1. together with the percent ¡ige reduction in unit 

im est ment costs that « an be achieved by producing at three times the 

reference scale of output. 

TABI.K ti:      KcoNoMIKS OK WALK IN  K1XKI» INVESTMENT 

/'fflfiUi'« Itrt'Trtuf Hf/rrrnrr unit Esjntunt In'Iejt or Uiingr *ub)eet tu 

»ruff <", invKHmrnt /, 1 ii nil »fiúi ttnnomi*» 

(Inn* jwr (HtUlar» per inrmt ment fliint per y fur) 

ymr) Ion annual mtvtmjn1 

«.«MX» 242 0.4» 43 2,000      30,000 

15.« KM» 147 0.52 41 5,000-  til.,000 

«.«MM» 2H5 0.56 38 2,500 - 40,0'ni 
15.1 MM» 34 0.5« 38 5,000    100,000 
lO.tMMI «11(1 0,5« 38 5,000   - 00,000 

4,N8tl 71 0.5» 37 2,000   - 20,000 
2U.ÍMH» HM» 0.5» 37 10,000 - «0,(MH) 
IO.IHM» 300 0.5» 37 4,000—   30,000 
lO.tHHI 570 O.HI 35 10,000 - «0,000 

;>,<KM» 1,2<M» 0.ti2 34 4,000— 30,000 
33.04M» 85 0.«5 31 1«,000 -1 «5,000 

13.«00 4«5 0.68 30 10,000- 45,000 
10.000 280 0.7Ö 23 0,000— 50,000 

K.130 4»2 0.77 22 «,000-  12,000 
10,000 444 0.77 22 5,000— «(»,000 

1 ti.500 340 0.77 22 «,000— 35,000 
»«.(MM) 139 0.77 22 18,000—180,000 
3rt,(XM» 18 0.83 17 10,000 — 100,000 

Isopropanol    
Calcium «arbide  
Polyvinyl chloriil«* . . • 
Calcium oxido     
Hotadione  
Acetylene ciirtade   . . . 
Acet aldehyde  
Carbon blark    
Kthyleno  
Titanium dioxide ... 
Urua  
Acetylene (Iron»   nat- 

ural gas)  
Htyrene  
Polyethylen«' (low 

dennity;  
Methanol  
Chlorine (mut WMIIUIII 

hydroxide)    
Ammonia   
Sulphuric acid  

Hoc iter.: IniliiMinuUtatum and I'rodwiivity, Bulletin 10, p. 55. 

* Ki|U»i to / /"   ''* \ - 100 

whwn; /,~uiut «iivwttment corfpápondin« to rapacity 3 • {,",. 

Economies of scale in relation tu factor inputs 

Fron' the point of view of economic development, it is important to 
relate economie» of scale to the primary factors of production, especially 
capital and labour. In most developing countries foreign exchange is of 
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crii irai importance, not only as an ingredient in capital but also as a con- 
t inning requirement lor materia! inputs. As regards capital, which includes 
working capital for stocks and other purposes, the amount required is 
gêneraily proportional to fixed investment. It follows that the use of an 
excessively small scale of production raises the capital output  ratio for 
the economy as a whole and thus slows economic growth. This risk is 
particularly great in the chemical industry because, as shown above, the 
n,o>t important source of economi«'« of scale is precisely fixed investment. 
Tili-* is not the penerai situation in other industrial sectors; in the metal 
transforming industries, for example, production on a small scale or in 
-hort series has mainly the effect of increasing labour requirements rather 
than utilizing capital equipment less efficiently, and this causes a smaller 
reduction in the growth rate of the economy (assuming that then- is a 

labour -'¡¡plus). 

In the chemical indust-y  much of the production machinery and 
equipment has a relatively short life span and therefore the choice of a 
high rate of production in order to obtain the economies of scale implies 
a constant flow of replacement machinery and equipment. Even if manu- 
factured locally, such machinery and equipment may be in short supply; 
more generally, the supplies have to IM- imported and impose a severe 
burden on foreign exchange resources. In either case, the growth of the 
economy is constrained. In industries where the diseconomies of small- 
scale production take mainly the form of low labour productivity, the 
retardation of economic growth will IK; far less pronounced than in the 
chemical industry (providing that there is a labour surplus). On the other 
hand, under conditions of high growth rates, the manpower base is the 
ultimate limiting factor and all diseconomies of small-scale production 

will have the effect of retarding growth. 

The relationship between market siie and economies <»f scale 

Studies by ECLAS have examined the relationship between per capita 
income and per capita consumption of various basic chemical products. 
From these studies, it is a simple matter to calculate the population 

• K/C'N/12/525, Progrès* Report on the Work of Secretariat i.\ Connexion with 
the. Chemiml Industry in IxUin America, Santiago 1959, Bummftrizes the report of 
a joint working party of EC LA and the Chilean Development Corporation, by 
Victorias, T., et al. Theme atudks* are further developed in La indúHrm quimka en 
América Latina; for full reference *ee annex 3 under "Economie Comi Mission for 
Latin America". 
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required at n given income level to provide the ni.irket necessary to absorb 
production at the miiiiimnn economic scale for a particular product. At 
the levels of income of most developing countries, it is evident that only 
the organization of a market on a regional or subregional scale would give 
the necessary volume of demand for moat basic chemical products. 

Two examples may help to illustrate the probkm. Sodium hydroxide 
produced by electrolysis is a relatively encouraging case, since the mini- 
mum plant capacity is only about 20,000 tons per year. Nevertheless, if 
the average p<r capita income is as low as $100, it is calculated that a 
market of 36 million people is necessary to absorb the annual output. If 
the averag<> p> r rapila income is $300, however, it is calculated that a 
popi dation of 12 million would suffice to absorb the output. 

The production of synthetic rubber (SHU) may be taken as a second 
example, making the favourable assumption that all rubber tyres are made 
from synthetic material. The minimum size of plant is estimated at 18,000 
tons ]HT year, and at an income level of $100 it is calculated that a popula- 
tion of DO million people would be required to absorb this output. At 
income levels of $300 to $fiOO, the required population falls to 18 million 
and 7 million respectively. This, however, is not the only consideration, 
localise there are even greater economies of scale for some of the inter- 
mediate products used to make synthetic rubber. The minimum size of 
plant to manufacture butadiene, which represents 80 per cent of the mater- 
ial input for SBR. is approximately double the minimum of 18,000 tons 
per year required for fSHll itself. Many intermediate chemical products 
arc jointly utilized in several subsequent processes and this helps to 
solve the problem of production scale; in the case of butadiene, however, 
there is no alternative use in significant volume and therefore economies 
in the scale of its production are an effective constraint on the production 

of synthetic rubber. 

If we turn to consider the production capacity necessary to obtain 
the maximum economies of scale, the position is naturally worse still, 
having regard to the income levels and population sizes of the developing 
countries. Thus, for sodium hydroxide, economies of scale persist up to 
about 150,000 tons per year, and even for an income level of $300 it is 
calculated that a population of 1)0 million j>eople would be required to 
absorb this output. In the case of synthetic rubber, the size of plant for 
maximum economies is estimated to be 180,000 tons per year; the absorp- 
tion of this output is calculated to require a population of 180 million 
people if the average income is $300 per capita and 65 million people if 
the average is $600 pur capita. In both these examples the calculated 
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population size for income levels lower than $'MM is. of «-our««, eve., larger 

and exceeds the total for South America or Africa south of the Sahara. 

RAW M AT KKIM.S 

The principal raw material« of the chemical industry are shown in 
t H Me 7 below. The most important supplying sector« are »urinili HIT. 

forestry and fishing which, together with processed food ami pa|>er. 
account for most of the group of raw materials of organic origin. Hydro 
carbon* are supplied by the extractive sector (petroleum and natural gas) 
and by the petroleum product» industry. Carbon (except for petroleum 
coke) is supplied by the coal-mining sector. The other minerals referred 

to are mainly non-metallic. 

The input coefficients for various industrial sectors in the develofwd 
countries presented in table 4 have been averaged in order to calculate 
the approximate input coefficients shown in table 7. 

TABLK 7:   CHEMICAL INDUSTRY: ANALYSIS OF PRINCIPAL INPCTS 

I'treertfagt 
by valu« 0/ 
all Heme 

ßhown 

Haw materials 
Inorganic: . 

Non-metallic minerals-sulphur, «alt, limestone, phosphate  roek. 
potassium salts, fluorspar, »and and panent minorais       "••> 

Metals and ores    

Organic: ., , , 
Hydrocarbons-derived from petroleum, fuel oil. natural ga* and        ^ ^ 

liquified petroleum «as ',"",'"•! i 
Carbon -derived   from  coal,   coke,   petroleum  coke,   lignite   and ^ 

graphite ,  . . • • 
Cellulose, oils and fats, waxes, wood distillâtes, hágame, molasse ^ 

and other agricultural wastes     

Inter mediate commodities and other inputs 
Chemical intermediate products    
Electric power       „ 
Transport and other services      ^ 
Machinery and equipment (capital account)      - 
Construction (capital account)  

TOTAL   100 

Sou««: «hreve, B. N.. TA. Chemical Procer lndu.tñu, MeOraw-HUl, New York. 1056. and 

Vttbit   i. 
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Table 7 also shows other intermediate inputs, including the inter- 

mvti at«- products of the» ehemu-al industry itself which represent one 
quarter of the total value of inputs, Inter imhstrv purchases (including 

some minor inputs not shown) account for some »it» per cent of the total 

input, the remainder consistili« of value added. Although purchases of 

machi,ier> and < quipment and exfientliture on construction are excluded 

hv definition finiti current-How input -oui put tables, they are included in 

table 7 so that «lie importance of raw materia! inputs may lx- appreciated 

in relation to all other inputs, including those on capital account. 

The miscellaneous raw mut eri« Is of organic origin, which are estim- 

ated to account fur IH |KT cent of inputs, are use«! mainly by the branches 

of the «'IH'JIIìCUI iiulustry producing consumer pro«!ucts in large volume, 

such ;» soaps, cosmetics, paints ftiul varnishes, oils, fats and waxes. The 

«•omparntive import anee of this group of raw materials is considerably 
less m the branches that manufacture basic and intermediate chemical 

prodmts. Cenerally speaking, the supply of these raw materials poses 

fewer problems in the course oí industrial development than does the 

supply of h\dro«'arbons. earbon-based raw materials and some of the 

inorganic minerals shown in table 7. 

The following discussion indicates briefly the technical and economic 

problems relating to the use of the inorganic minerals, hydrocarbon» and 

t-arbon raw materials. A fuller survey ot these problems is contained in 

the KCLAstudv.7 

Sulphur 

Sulphur is used by the chemical industry mainly to make sulphuric 
acid, which, in turn, has been used since the 1940s in the production of 
fertilizers. Over the last twenty-five to thirty years supplies and prices 
of sulphur have varied more than those of any other mineral basic material 
of the chemical industry. Elemental sulphur or brimstone is derived from 

the following sources: 

(«) Subterranean deposits of sulphur-bearing limestone from which 
the sulphur is extracted by the Fraseh process; 

lb) Recovery from refinery gas or sour natural gas, which contains 
a proportion «>f hydrogen sulphide; 

'  IM indurir ¡e química en América latina, pp. 113—129; for full reference see 
annex 3 under "Keonomio Commission for Latin America". 
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(r) Deposits of natural sulphur; sulphides and waste gases. 

Non elemental sulphur is derived from the following: 

(a) Pyrites ores containing sulphur in combination with other 
elements; 

(/>) Kftluent gas<'s from smelters and som;' blast furnaces; spent 
oxide arising from the purification of town gas; anhydrite and 
gypsum. 

The Fraseh method has proved applicable so far only to deposits in 
Mexico and the United States. The recovery of sulphur from gases occurs 
mainly in Canada. France and the United States. For the most part, sour 
natural gas is used. 

A developing country has therefore a number of alternative possibil- 
ities to consider when reviewing its sulphur requirements. The presence 
of sulphur in crude ¡H-troleum is a disadvantage in refinery operations 
lowering quality and causing cor.'osion. If, however, recovery of sulphur 
i> an attractive proposition liecause of the needs of a chemical industry, 
it may even pay a country to build large new refineries to working with 
crude petroleum of high sulphur content, despite the higher cost of corro 
sion protection which this necessitates. 

lloughly Hit per cent of sulphur is used for the production of sulphuric 
acid other uses l>eing for pa fier production, the manufacture of carbon 
disulphide. ¡>estieides and bleaching agents. World production totals 
nearly 30 million tons jx>r annum of which about 3 million tons comes 
from developing countries. 

Further discussion of sulphur as a raw material for the production of 
fertilizers is to be found in Monograph 6 in this series." 

Salt 

Sodium chloride is one of the most widely dispersed resources in 
nature, in solution in water or in the form of rock salt. Commercial 
production takes one of three forms: the mining of solid salt, solar evapo- 
ration of salt water, and evaporation of brines of subterranean origin. In 
the developing countries, solar evaporation is of special importance. In 
the developed countries, some 60 JHT cent of the salt production is con- 
sumed in chlor-alkali-electrolysis and 30 per cent in the production of 

Monograph No. 6: Fertilizer lnduatry. 
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.        (    .„ .,„. 4,vclop„u: countries, however, the production of soda 

;¡::.,r;::r,::::a::;'.::1".'.- — * - 
water conditioning. . , 

i i ,i,l,. -uni sulphate, potassium chloride aiut «¡villini   uiHLMMMiini «lilorid»- «iiKi MiiiMuiu. i •tt,*iin 
M „., the hv nrnducts «.f salt production but. with the 

,„„„„„. are  a,non, t        > - ^ ^ ^ unU|M,ly t<) 

,x(,Tt,on of ,v,,su,n.   he >  « to|„ year. In 
I*, economie unless .-alt tunducUoti i* at nin.ade salt 

«•ut of'the total, excluding China (mainland). 

Ph(»*phat»'w 

The third lar« „ro.,,. of mineral raw ..„.tortai, f.* the chemical 
, L,oiiJhat•  Ph.»!.!»• is in.li»|>en«aMe t.. organ» 

¡Ït'^TllAMhr ,r.„,h in « un,,.«»., of mineral ,*-. 

!,imt**tone 

,,„. ,,„.1Äal ¡„h,,,,. „. lim..»,.,,.» i.. the mannfaoture of «dum. 
,,„,„,,, „,H1 , l>i,arl,„„..e (Solvay pro«,») and «uat.c «„a.^Although 

„.»,„„, .l.-,.»it» »re »** .«rinuted am.nd the world,   he chem.ca 
„1"  prefer» .0 ..«« d,|.c»it» with at tat «4 ,*r cent content of 

„ olhonate .„,1 a lo» „reentagc of „ilioate, "»8»•"^ 
IV metallurgical and ,o,„.rmtion i„d„„.rie, are, of cour«, large •cra 

of limestone. 

HydriM-arbon raw materiali* 

Th«. most important hydrocarbon raw materiab for the chemical 
indu tr   aré natural pu, crude oil and petroleum refinery streams (mclud- 

ï~McmoKriiph No.«: Fertilizer 1,'duMn/. 
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converted into basic petrochemicals, such as ammonia, methanol, ethy 
lene, propylene, butylène, butadieno, acetylene, benzene, toluene. \\ lenes 
and many others. Some of the conversion processes are highly specific, 
tor example, para-xylene (which is used to manufacture polyester libre) 
is obtainable only from the light distillates of highly uaphthenic crude 
petroleum or from reformed naphtha. At the other extreme, ammonia 
can be produced front any hydrocarbon ranging from natural gas to heavy 
fuel oil, although the production costs vary somewhat according to the 
raw material used. The degree of flexibility in production of other basic 
petrochemicals lies between the extremes. 

liy far the greatest part of the consumption of hydrocarbons is as 
fuels to provide heat for every kind of application in industry, commerce 
and homes, as well as steam-raising for turbines in electric power genera 
tion and marine transport and as fuel for internal combustion engines 
Since the chemical industry accounts for only a smali fraction (one or two 
per cent) of the total consumption of hydrocarbons, the cost of these raw 
materials is determined almost entirely by their primary use as fuels. In 
their application as fuels, the different hydrocarbon streams are inter 
changeable to a considerable extent and their prices tend to be related 
to their calorific value. Although this is the broad outline, the price 
structure is adapted in detail to their costs of production, refining and 
transport and to their convenience and specific use. 

Thus, a fuel for automobiles is always priced substantially higher 
than industrial fuel oil; and raturai gas may command a premium price 
as a household fuel in areas where it is relatively scarce. In terms of 
volume, the outstanding use of hydrocarbons is as an industrial fuel and 
the conditions of supply and demand for this market are the basis of the 
»nt ire price structure. It follows that the cost of hydrocarbons per calorie 
at various geographical locations is a key consideration when planning 
the development of the chemical industries. The other main determinants 
of location, according to a number of studies (including the KCLA study- 
cited above) are economies of scale and transport costs.10 

The cost of one calorie of heat can )>e used to measure the effect of 
a number of factors that strongly influence production costs in the 
chemical industry. Thus, fuel is used directly in most chemical processes 
and for the generation of steam or power, constituting a significant part 

10 See tilso: Isard VV ntid K. \V. Schooler. Location Factors in the Petrochemical 
Industry, Airov J., The Location of the Synthetic Fibre Industry, «nid Isard VV., 
K. \V. Schooler and T. Vietorwz, Industrial Complex Analysis and Regional Develop- 
ment; for full reference see annex 3 under "Other sources". 
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,     t-           ...   in n.ldition  thi-n-rm«TV streams úselas fi-cd- 

„ h ,L*.n- of, in— t.- *U.r ,W ^»rn,,.,,,,,,, .,,•„,„„,. 

""'';':;;::,.,,,,, , ,.v- „.«n,,,,,,^,-,,,,,!•,•,,«,,! 
V , .,,,. l,,.'¡,  »1ml, i» ««.-ft.l for l.iiK-ti-nn ,,ln„„in?. 

•* """ ", ''•    '    '     ,   '   „„„„., ,l,at Ihr <l.-l¡v,,o.l ,,rk- of ¡n.tat•l f»rl 
,,,„,,, „I l„,l ,,„•••> 1»' ••       " • ()f thi. nlit!,(, s„lto, 

''''''" „.F    .'.,«•  If- »!»<•''   l!o,.,T,lam  may I«- tako,,   a, 

•      , ,   fro,,, «, ,„l„rv sf,,,,lv »r„,s »f>-r '"".tin« tl.<- tfq.i.ivm.-« - ol »vaiWill- from ."»"• l l . ,        tet ,,t ti,,.«, 

,,''-''|
,"'aV;':,'Í::::     ". ,ÏluL,,.i,,ratt,-rn,,f*.ri.,,,t,„,, 

V»hi I », 1 l.ri„« »l,,„,t tl«' I"»-* .Mivcml !«•,«•« of f"vl- N• :;;:,t ;':.:',,", I ,.,;*„,«... » »„ ». ««** «,„„>• <>,,< 
L'ciuTul íiamrvM'ik. . 

use as 
i pnce." 

"•   ',,  n C   T     VNf/wr Kntrw and  World Fuel Prices, Washington, D.C, 
«i  Dwyer,    . J.. A «<* 'r ^"¿'^ t t.ompU.te and up-to-date «conoimc 

1!H>'2,  tin«!   Adrlmnn 

graph S...K-S, \ ol. . . ) Oper,tíit>q Crudf-oil Pipeline*. Rie Insti- 
.» S.- Cookouboo. L    J»«»4/ ^,^,7^ ,J comisión i» ih? Oil Indurr y, 

tuto, Houston, T.-xas, and (rude-oi   1 '£'»"*'"'' ' .   w        , K. W. School«-. 
Harxanl lmv.•ty 1W. Cambridge. Ma».., 10a... Isard,      • 

up. cit. 
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When '•»•finery products other than fuel oil aie used (as raw materials 
ior the petrochemical industry) their priée is determined |»y the major 
alternative uses of these produets. For example, naphtha used 1er reform 
ing in the production of aromaties is priced according to conditions in the 
market for motor fuel. Similarly, a C4-stream13 used for the manufacture 
of butadiene is priced according to the marginal alternative use. which 
may he as liquified petroleum gas, or as additive to motor fuel or as an 
industrial fuel. 

Raw materials derived from carbon 

Until recently raw materials derived from carbon played a funda 
mental role in the manufacture of organic chemical products. Plants for 
the production of these products were located at large centres of iron and 
steel manufacture and to a lesser extent near city gas plants, making use 
of the liquid and gaseous by-products of the coking process. Demand for 
organic chemicals, however, and particularly for aromaties, rapidly 
outpaced the supplies obtainable in this way. Alternative processes based 
on hydrocarbon raw materials were then developed, in the United States 
initially, and have steadily gained ground until today chemicals derived 
fidin carbon play a minor role in world production. 

The principal raw materials based on carbon are gas, coal tar, light 
oils and aqueous ammonia (a by-product of coke manufacture). Coke- 
oven gas yieldH ammonia, methanol and some ethylene. The light oils 
are the raw materials for the manufacture of aromatic« : benzene, toluene 
and xylenes ; coal tar on the other hand yields heavier aromaties such as 
naphthalene and anthracene, the phenols and cresol - etc. All these products 
are also obtainable from [>etroehemieal sources and their manufacture 
from coal was tied historically to the demand for coke. 

Coke is used as an industrial fuel and as a metallurgical raw material. 
For the latter purpose, it has to he of high quality and many coal deposits 
in developing countries do not yield coke of metallurgical grade. In these 
eases or where there is no demand for the metallurgical quality, a con- 
siderable saving in the investment and production costs of coke making 
can he achieved by adopting the dry distillation of coal at a relatively 
low temperature. Low-grade coals and lignite (brown coal) are suitable 

" Butanes and or butylènes. 
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for this purpose. In tho past. before appreciable local resources of petm- 
|(.„m were discovered in Kurope. an extensive study was made of the use 
of drv distillatimi of lignite. The by-products of this low-temperature 
procès« «-an he converted into liquid fuels and lubricants. ( Vrtam technical 
difiiculti< s. however, mainly associated with the heating and mechanical 
handling of coal and tar in the distillation ovens, have not been entirely 
overcome and in ntiv case ll.e process requires several stages. The synthetic 
production of hvdrocarbons from carbo-ehemieal sources has in conse- 
quence been unable to compete in the past with natural petroleum 
derivatives. Nevertheless some developing countries, especially those 
that possess coal resources but are poorly endowed in petroleum or 
natural gas. have shown a clear interest in the production of organic 
chemicals from raw materials derived from carbon. 

PROCESS KOIIFMENT: LINKAGES Tí) THE ENGINEERING SECTOR 

The 'encrai order of magnitude involved in the linkage between the 
chemical and engineering sectors lias been indicated in table 7. in which 
input cocfticients are shown for machinery and equipment as well as for 
raw materials and intermediate products, unlike the material inputs 
however, the machinery and equipment inputs depend on the rate of 
growth of the chemical sector. If the economy as a whole is growing at 
»» per cent per vcar. it may he expected that the inputs of machinery 
and equipment in the chemical sector will represent about IS per cent of 
the value of total current flow inputs; this is only slightly less than the 
vahu- of all raw material inputs or all inputs of intermediate chemical 
produits. Development prospects and planning of the chemical industry 
are therefore affected by the situation in the mctalworking sector. 

The percentage cited above should be taken as a rough guide only 
because in each country it must dejiend heavily on the particular structure 
of the economv. The rate of growth of the chemical sector influences the 
need for new investment, while the amount and the age of the plant and 
equipment already in use determine the investment in replacement inputs. 
In manv developing countries the existing chemical plants are of relatively 
recent origin and therefore replacement input.« are currently insignificant: 
it often happens that one or two plants account for a large fraction of the 
total capacity and replacement, when it occurs causes a sharp increase 

in the machinery und equipment inputs. 

The economically useful lifetime of plant and equipment used to 
manufacture   basic   chemical   products   is   generally   between   10  and 
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is years, according to recrut estimates of depreciation made for 90 manu 
facturing processes employed in this branch of the industry. Technical 
progress and the consequent economic obsolescence sometimes causes 
equipment to be replaced before it is worn out. Where replacement is rmt 

nforced by technical progress the decision to replace is determined by 
balancing the steadily growing cost of maintenance, repair and technical 
inefficiency of the machinery and equipment against the cost of tying up 
capital in the purchase of new machinery and equipment. When there has 
been technical progress, it introduces a further element to be considered, 
namely the reduction in production costs which is foregone if the old 
equipment continues in use instead of being replaced by new and more 
11Vicient equipment. 

While the date of replacement can be advanced or retarded to some 
«xtent according to individual judgement of where the balance lies, a 
lengthy extension of service Iwyond the economic optimum can lead to 
serious inefficiency and rising costs. It should also be noted that while 
the average service life mentioned above relates to the key components 
of a process plant, individual components and ancillary equipment may 
have a service life of a different length from the plant as a whole, (¡enerally 
speaking, individual components can be replaced. Often a key component 
Hearing the end of its economic life can be replaced by a technically 
improved model; this can lead in turn to the installation of new ancillary 
equipment. It is also common as a restili of technical progress that a 
replacement item makes possible an increase in output, so that replace- 
ment and expansion l>ceome a single ojx'iation. 

Thus the division between investment fo, expansion and investment 
f<T replacement is not always as sharp as the two terms might imply. 
Another reason why the distinction tends to be blurred in practice is that 
different components or items of equipment often have capacities that do 
not perfectly match the scale of total output; standard sizes of equip- 
ment (e.g. pumps, heat exchangers) are often used that have different 
effective capacities in relation to a given chemical process. The capacity 
<»f one of these ite.ns therefore will limit effectively the maximum capacity 
t«r the process HS a whole. If this particular bottle-neck is removed it will 
l>e possible for capacity to expand until the next bottleneck becomes 
effective. In this way it is often possible for "unbalanced" expansion to 
take place and where this is feasible it requires fewer resources than P. 

balanced expansion. 

Linkages with the engineering sector apj>ear in input/output analysis 
"f industry as capital coefficients rather than current-flow coefficients. 
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TAULE 8:    GROWTH OK CHEMICAL í^DüSTRY AND FIRCHASES FROM 

ENUINEERINU SECTOR 

4.0 

6.6 

6.0 

10.0 

8.0 

13.3 

(¡rnwth ruto of national economy (p«T cent p<T 
year)     2.0 

Ki l»ue<I growth rate of chemical industry (per cent 
per year)        3.3 

Purchases of chemical industry on capital account 
troni  "ngineeriiig sector  (per cent of value of 
sales) : 

fur eijxtnsin»     3.3 
for replacement     8.0 

"'if.sT 

6.6 10.0 13.3 
8.0 8.0 8.0 

14.« 18.0 21.3 

To the extent that there is no domestic production of engineering 
;fi)i«Is, the {lows indicateti in table 8 will have to be imported and this 
will be a substantial offset to the foreign exchange saving« achieved by 
replacing chemical imports by domestic production. If anything, table 8 
understates the capital expenditure required because the coefficients are 
liuM-d on experience in the United States and in a developing country 
where the scale of operation is substantially smaller the capital require- 
ment per dollar of sales will tend to be higher. 

If shortage of foreign exchange leads a country to postpone replace- 
ment expenditure, efficiency and operating costs in the chemical industry 
will Mifl'er and eventually the requirement of foreign exchange for repair 
and maintenance will be even greater and impossible to postpone without 
di-;i>t i (»us effects on production. If, however, the beginnings of an engin- 
eerint: industry have been set up in the country the picture is more 
favourable. Some repair and replacement of relatively simple components 
of process equipment (tanks, vessels, towers, piping) will now become 
piactieable; as the metalworking sector is diversified and expands its 
e.ipacity. the proportion of the flows in this linkage that can be domes 
! M illy supplied will increase. 

chemical processes differ substantially in the degree to which their 
priMìuction equipment uses simple rather than complex fabricated com- 
h'tients. Furthermore, developing countries vary greatly in the extent 
'• which they have develo|»cd the metal-transforming and machinery 
'munches of the engineering sector. Countries with a small population and 
¡- r i iftitu income in the range of S100 to $300 appear unlikely to be able 
' ' inert more than one third of the requirement« of machinery and equip- 
ment for the chemical industry from domestic sources and will generally 
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IH. able to meet a great deal Us,. On the other hnn.l. an Kt'LA rtud>-•" 

found tha domestic sourn-s ,.,,,1,1 provide «4 per cent of the equipment 

I1WW for an expansion programme of the petroleum ivtmmg and petn, 

(.h(imi(,l, ¡„.h.stries in Hra/.il. Few developing countries, however have 

.„eh a large domestic m„rket and so highly develop! a meta--transform- 

iti« and machinery industry as Brazil. 

" Dotu-stte production of the more snpl.istieated component» in 

t.,M.mi,al nm,h,nery and equipment g«,,eral!y prme uneeottonne for 

.level«,!»..,! -untric-s. The manufacture of these ,,,mpononts «,ften 
,,,mires speeiali-,ed or outsi/e „„talworking equipment vvluci, would have 

a ',„,. ,„; tttil.za.iot, in meeting the demand generated by the chemical 

„„„.Mrv or eve» hv the entire manufacturing sector. A seeo,,1 d.fhculty 
Hr1sesfr(,mthervptdteehnologiealpr<,gu,sofa-n(.<ler,HO;;IH.eal,.1d,,stry) 

\Yw processes involve the development of new types of macini en and 

^.jpiuent. Many developing countnes do not possess the accumulât« 

HkillH and know-how needed to keep abreast of the,- development* and 
are unable to maintain the large technical engineermg faetht.es which 

are required. 

While therefore, there are generally practical limits to import sub- 
stitutiv^ in regard to machinery and equipnumt f«,^^^^^^ 

the situât,«.., is tar simpler in regard to factory construct,«,,, and the 

installation of machinery and equipment, which accounts for a eons,, ér- 
able part of the gross capital expend.ture (se,, table 7). 1 he opportunity 

for import substitution i„ this area should be pursued vtgoro wly in all 

eases. 

EMPLOYMENT 

The chemical i.uiustries provide very few jobs, es^eially for unskilled 

labour, and .».erefore contribute little to solving the often very senoim 
„„.blem of underemployment in deveh.ping countries.  Few industna 

sectors have lower lahour costs in relation io «ales than the chem.eal 

industries. 

Tin point is well .Ilústrate«! by the estimates of maup«.wer require- 

ment« for an an.b.tious import substitution programme ir Latin America 

derived from an VA'IA study of the chemical industry.1» 

•»   Tht Ma.uJnrU.r,   ,, Mariai Marking «»•/ E.^nent »^%^•\ 
1.   ««*;,•   K,,ui,„Lt   u.   hmz.l.   \W.i  (l'„it.,l   Nut.ons  publ.cat.on.   bales  No.. 

l.,,h,*tr„*, PP. 42 ...ut 41; for tul! ref.-n-nce *,,- ,u,.„>x 3 under    tinted Nation» 
Ir (lust rial Dcvelopnu-nt Oivani/at ion". 
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I ABI.K 9:   H YL'OTIIKTICAL MANPOWER KKOUMTKMKN'TS K()|< SEI.KCTKL» CHEMICAL 

PI.-VNT« IN LATIN AMKRICA* 

(thowmndx of man-hour* p*r year) 

rr-luct i/roufi In n/iiinrr ni ni/innnl integration 7'"/<rí fur 
intnjrtittii 

* 'Afíe        An/t ntitiii        fìrazil        V t nczuihi      Mexico rctjinn 

Sminuii carbonate      1,277        1.7*2 l.«93 1.122 1,K77        1,380 
>''M lui m-( licitici il in   phos- 

phate complex         f»«0 847 1,091 tilt"» 801        3,124 
Siipcrpho-sphiiti'-tripoly- 

phosphate complex .. .        251 5«2 83» 458 337        1,92« 
*:lieo!i carbide  87 124 132 102 123 1«7 
\ il rouen complex         210 502 710 343 392        2,104 
I ri a and phenolfonr.ul- 

• lehyde complex             420 b 528 480 502 «02 
Celluioso- acettltc-PVA- 

l'VC complex     4,219        5,424        «,012        4,179        5,004        8,«30 
l'iilyothyleiio-polysty- 

icne-butadiene com- 
plex        477 733 880 «39 781        1,492 

' 'ari«»» lilnek  45 5« «7 51 58 137 
¡ >iii|eeyl   henzone-propy- 

lene tot minor complex.        Ill 180 204 lift 172 252 
Aeotone-isopropylcne al- 

cohol   !52 203 240 1«« 211 320 

TOTAL   "7.809      10,413      12,39«      ~8,2«T      10,258      20,254 

Numhra' of jobs created, estimated at 2,000 muri-linum 
per year per job 

Air, PROiHTOT GROUPS     3,900       5,200 «,200      4,100        5,100      10,100 

SOIRCE: UNIDO, Techniques *,f Sectoral Economic J'lanni,<ij: The Chemical Industrien, tabi« 13, 
!.. 43. 

'* lìirwt operating labour, incieaaed by 75 piT cont to alfow for indirect labour. 
t'  Not ontimated. 

Those estimates, summarized in table 9, relate to eleven product 
irmtips covering 4<> basic products whose output accounts for about 25 per 
cent of total output by the chemical industry, as projected for I960 
some years previously. On the assumption that production would be 
concentrated in integrated plants serving the entire regional market of 
-0 republics, it was estimated that manpower requirements would l>e 
-0,.'J million man-hours per year, thus providing jobs for about 10,100 
people. On the other hand, in the absence of regional integration, the five 
liii'gf st producing countries of the region would require some 49.1 million 
¡nan-hours per year for their output of the selected chemical products and 
Mi is would generate jobs for about 24,600 workers. When it is added that 
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the labour force in Latin America was expected to increase »».v roughly 
2 million people por annum in the mid UMiOs, it may be seen that tin- pro 
jected programmo was capable of employing between a half and one and 
a half per cent of the incrrasr in the labour force of the region  which 

occurs in anv single year. 

Skilled and technical manpower 

Compared to other industrial sectors the chemical industry is a 
relatively small employer of «killed labour but a relatively high employer 
of technical and professional manpower. 

An KC-'LA study20 found that in Peru skilled labour represented 
about 15 per cent of total labour in the domical industry, compared with 
about 80 per cent for the apparel industry, 50 per cent for furniture, 30 to 
40 per cent for textiles and about 25 percent for metal manufactures and 
machinery. A similar picture emerges from a companion ECLA study 
dealing with Argentina.-' where the chemical industry employ« a smaller 
percentage (12 -15) of skilled labour than the seven other industrial 

sectors analysed. 

In regard to technical and professional manpower, the chemical 
industry appears at or near the top of the list of industrial sectors in the 
K< 'LA st udies of Peru and Argentina cited above, together with machinery 
and transport equipment and. in the ease of Argentina, petroleum. As a 
proportion <>f total employees the technical and professional group 
reprcM ¡its t to ti ¡MM- cent for Peru and 6 to 8 per cent for Argentina. 

The role of labour input in development planning 

Whether the need to train manpower for the chemical industry 
become« a significant element in development planning will depend on 
the size of the chemical sector in relation to other industrial sectors in 

any given development programme. 

10 Tli,' Industrial Development of Peru, 1959 (Analysis ami Projections of 
Economie Development Serios, No. ti) (United Nut ions publication, Sales No.: 
59.11.U.2). 

S1 The Econrimir Development of Argentina, 3 vola., 1959 (Ana-lysm und Projec- 
tions of Economic Development Series, No. 5) (United Nations publication, Sales 
No.: 59.II.U.3). 
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labour inputs in the chemical industry are subject to economics of 
scale even more strongly than fixed capital inputs. The correlation of 
labour inputs with the scale of output indicates an elasticity of the order 
<>f <>.:i ; thus even large increases in scale will produce only small additional 
j'ibour requirements or -ven no increase at all since the number of workers 
per shift must be an integer and in many processes only a handful of 
operators is required. 

The possibilities of capital-labour substitution in the chemical 
industry are limited for two reasons: first, because the modern chemical 
processes were developed in the industrialized countries to some extent 
because they were advantageous in the context of high wage rates; and 
secondly, because the chemical industry appears to offer fewer choices of 
alternative processes than other industries, where manufacture usually 
involves mechanical transformation. Some ancillary operations such as 
materials handling are, however, exceptions to this gent.-al observation 
but the amount of capital that can be saved by substituting labour in this 
way is probably about 5—10 per cent. 



Chapter S 

ISSUES OF POLICY 

PLANNING AT DIFKKBBNT STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT 

Some branche« of the chemical industry stund in greater need of cen- 
tralized decision making titan others where the stimulus of market demand 
is more likely to bring forth the desirable economic ami social response. 
Certain branches of the industry tend to be .set up Iwfore others in the 
course of the industrial development of a given country, it is therefore 
convenient for purposes of policy making to define four stages in the 
development of the chemical industry that arc characterized by qualita- 
tive as well as quantitative changes. Then« stages ¡end to be related to 
population as well as level of income in a given country because, as shown 
in chapter I. both these factors influence the size of the market and the 
feasibility of domestic production. 

Stage 1 et »vers the beginnings of the elicmi« ¡il industi v. If prtxhiction 
takes place at all it is restricted to sim;»Ie chemicals ami products derive«! 
from them which ore classified in the chemical industry. This stage is 
characterized by the following features: 

The products manufactured may include: oils an«l fats: paints and 
varnishes and lacquers: cosmetics and soaps; |>o!ishcM. inks, candles, 
matches: and pharmaceutical formulations ; 

The processing technology is unsophisticated, skill requirements are 
low ami the equipment used is »imple; 

Research and development, design and chemical engineering all 
dejiend on sources outside the country: 

The domestic engineering industry can at most undertake mainten- 
ance ami repair of equipment. 

Jn stage 2 the manufacture of a wide range of chemical end-products 
is introduce«!. Backward integration, if it occurs at all, is sporadic and 
depends cither on specific favourable circumstances or high protective 
tariffs. The following are the characteristics of this stage: 

44 
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The product» manufactured include fertilizers, often integrated with 
basic ammonia; chemicals for agriculture such as pesticides; plastic* 
and man-made fibres ; and detergenti«, dyes and explosives. 

Backward integration may include, in addition to ammonia manu- 
facture, the production of sulphuric and nitric acid used as fertilizer 
intermediates; other basic inorganic chemical», such as chlorine and 
caustic soda, may not be produced because of inadequate market size; 

Some capability for research and development usually exists at this 
stage, primarily in university faculties, together with the chemical 
engineering skills to design simple process equipment ; 

The domestic engir.eeting industries are generally capatile of provid- 
ing the structural steel works and piping required when installing 
process equipment, as well as simple items of equipment, such as 
tanks, packed columns, ducts and bins. 

When a country has reached stage 3 it already possesses a well 
integrated diversified industrial base in the field of heavy inorganic and 
organic chemicals, and it manufactures sophisticated end-products. The 
essential characteristics of this stage arc the following: 

Production of basic heavy inorganic chemicals now includes acids. 
alkalis, salts, chlorine and other industrial gases; ¡M'troehemical.s are 
produced from domestic or imported feedstocks (fuel oil. naphtha) 
as well as synthetic ruhlier; there is a broad range of organic inter- 
mediate products; complex dyes an«! pharmaceuticals are domesti- 
cally synthesized ; and metallurgica» reagents and additives are manu 

faetured : 

There is substantial domestic cap. .ity for research and development 
and chemical engineering, although imi>orted technology is still used 

to a considerable extent ; 

The domestic engineering industry may be eajwble of providing from 
one half to three quarters of all process equipment required, including 
blowers, compressors, pumps, mixers, pressure vessels and corrosion- 

resistant units; 

The products of chemical technology are now increasingly used in 
other industrial sectors as well as in agriculture. Plastics, man made 
fibres and synthetic rubber are adopted as structural components of 
industrial products, while chemical processes transform technology 
in primary metallurgy, food manufacture, metalworking aud many 

other industries. 
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The technologically independent chemical industries of the indus- 
trially advanced countries are to be found in stage 4. Their essential 
features are as follows: 

Important new products and processes npring from domestic 
research and development activity, which usually specializes in 
particular lines and is supplemented by an international exchange 
of advanced technology ; 

The know-how of domestic chemical engineering groups is now 
capable of translating laboratory innovations into efficient industrial 
production by devising new manufacturing processes and designing 
sophisticated equipment; 

The domestic engineering industry can now supply heavy socialized 
and sophisticated process equipment for the chemical industry, while 
not neglecting the advantages of international specialization and 
exchange. 

Let us now consider what the role of planning should be in these four 
stages. Comment can only be given in rat lier general terms since the 
circumstances of each particular developing country call for special con- 
sideration. 

In the first stage, the interrelations between individual projects or 
between chemical projects and those in other industries are slight. 
Planning may therefore be restricted to a general promotional role, taking 
the form of legislation favourable to new initiatives and a tariff policy 
that enables infant industries to procure their raw materials at relatively 
low prices while giving them some protection for their products in the 
home market. 

In the second stage there is more scope for planning activities. Ás the 
range of chemical end-products manufactured in the country widens, 
the question is raised repeatedly whether to rely on importing inter- 
mediate chemical products or to integrate backwards to heavy chemicals. 
At this stage it would not be possible to establish a diversified heavy 
chemical base and if there is any backward integration it must be highly 
selective. Every project that relies on imported intermediate chemical 
products, on the other hand, undoubtedly adds to the list of foreign 
exchange commitments that are difficult to prune during a period when 
the balance of trade is unfavourable. Only if investment in new chemical 
projects is centrally co-ordinated can these conflicting considerations be 
properly balanced from the point of view of the national interest. Individual 
enterprises cannot be expected, if left to take these decisions in isolation. 
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to have regard to those conbiderations of national policy that involve 
several basic resources—investment capital foreign exchange, skills and 
technological capabilities—and ought to bo judged against a time-scale 
of several years. 

When the third stage is reached the scope for planning is much greater 
still, especially in countries whose small population ami modest level of 
income make it difficult to build up a diversified heavy chemical base, in 
view of the diseconomies of small-scale production. In this situation 
regional or internatonal economic integration, if it can be achieved, sim- 
plifies the problems Even in the absence of integration, however, some 
progress can be achieved gradually if the ? is a willingness to sup{x»rt the 
necessary measures and to sustain them over a period of time. The social 
and political difficulties of doing so, should not be under-rated. At the 
cost of holding down consumption, the savings rate can be raised to 
levels that permit investment in expanding heavy chemicals production 
in spite of the less favourable capital-output ratios. Except in the largest 
developing countries such as India, where it may be economic to set up 
more than one plant per product line." basic chemical processes have to 
be operated on the largest possible scale by co-ordinating the end-uses 
and also, if possible, by serving several markets in a region or sub-region 
following on international arrangements for co-operation. Research and 
development activities also need co-ordination at the national level, and 
if possible regionally, in order to give proper technological support. Unless 
sufficient attention is given to planning the chemical sector at this stage 
of development it is likely that small-scale, high cost production facilities 
will be set up haphazardly or that the rate of growth will decline. 

A country that has reached the fourth stage should no longer be 
defined as a developing country and only the briefest comment is called 
for here abou* the role of planning in this stage. Some of these countries 
find it advantageous to pursue active policies of co-ordination if not actual 
programming of sectoral development. In those with relatively small 
populations, the economies of scale in manufacture remain a controlling 
factor even at thia stage. Almost regardless of size, countries are con- 
cerned with such economies in research development, as demonstrated 

M For a case study of chemical process plants in India see Manne, A. S., 
lmmatmmtê for Capacity Expansion—Size, Location and Time Phaaing. A cyclical 
building pattern involving multiple locations was found to be optimal for balancing 
economies of scale in plant building against long transport hauls and large excess 
capacities (when building too far ahead of demand). For full reference see annex 3 
under "Other sources". 
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by the United States and the USSR. Some countries set themselves 
planning goals in terms of time limits in which to attain internationally 
competitive standards of quality or productivity, branch by branch or 

product by product. 

REGIONAL INTEGRATION 

The discussion of the chi» racialist ics and problems of the chemical 
industry has clearly demonstrated the disadvantage of serving restricted 
markets and pointed out that, particularly for the production of basic 
chemicals, the industry tends to require sub-continental market» for 
efficient operation and these are generally unobtainable without integra- 
tion ou a regional or suhrcgional scale. If production is set upon too small 
a scale this means, above all. a lower productivity of capital embodied in 
machinery and equipment. The capital-output ratio of the economy 
deteriorates and so docs its potential for growth. As an alternative to 
national development in restricted markets it is evidently preferable to 
plan the expansion of the chemical industries jointly in common market 
areas of subcontinental dimensions. 

There are. however, few successful precedents for supra-national 
co-operation of this kind and the difficulties are many. Industrialists in 
some countries will tend to oppose such an arrangement for fear that their 
enterprises may not l>e viable if exposed to the competition of a common 
market. When development policies are subject to international consulta- 
tion there i.s greater uncertainty about the outcome and it will take 
longer to reach decisions. The supra-national planning effort requires the 
maintenance indefinitely of a favourable jKilitical atmosphere in all the 
countries concerned and some of those engaged in the negotiations may 
be doubtful whether this is possible. National political groups may fear 
a loss of power and prestige in the event of far-reaching economic integra- 
tion; and in some cases there may be ideological arguments about a 
diminution of national sovereignty. Furthermore, every country partici- 
pating in such supra-national planning will strive to obtain what it regards 
as its proj)er share of the benefits of economic integration. 

¡Since the optimum geographical location for the production of basic 
chemicals is largely determined by the cost of a calorie, those areas within 
a common market where fuel prices are low have a great advantage over 
other areas. If fuel prices are low in several areas, this makes it possible 
to distribute the major chemical complexes among them, but this will 
still leave the Uovernments of other ureas dissatisfied, since they tend to 
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equate benefits from integration with the location in national territory 
of some large-scale integrated hasic plants. 

The problem is further complicated if the larger countries of the 
proposed common market are also those with the higner fuel juices; the 
latter are often in a position to go forward without the creation of a 
common market, because they can offset their high fue! prices against 
the economies of scalo made possible by the size of their national markets. 
In Latin America this is the position of Brazil, where the areas of low fuel 
prices are to the north in the ( 'aribbean basin and at the southern extreme 
of the continent. 

The attempt to spread the various branches of the chemical industry 
over all the participating countries, in order to reach a solution acceptable 
to all parties, is unlikely to produce the best answer to these problems, 
since some of the benefits of large-scale production may still be lost. If. 
however, joint planning is extended to cover the entire industrial base of 
the region or sub-region, it will always l>e possible to allocate large scale 
production units in one sector or another to every participating country. 
Many important industries can be set up almost anywhere m the common 
market area and still benefit from the economies of large-scale operations. 
After the industries subject to loeational factors have Wen assigned to the 
geographical areas most suitable for them, the allocation of these other 
industries can be carried out in such a way that the process of joint 
development will leave no individual country behind the rest. The 
engineering sector is particularly suitable for bringing about this 
international compensation within the joint industrial plan. In principle, 
therefore, a mechanism is available for solving the technical problems of 
economic integration and joint supra-national industrial development 
planning. The institutional and political problems mentioned above will, 
however, still need to be overcome. 

BALANCED VERSUS UNBALANCED OROWTH 

There are two aspects to the issue of balanced growth. The first is 
whether the chemical industry can be developed preferentially, somewhat 
ahead of the over-all development of the economy. The second asi>eet 
concerns the geographical distribution of the industry: whether it should 
be concentrated in certain areas or dispersed throughout the country. 

The demand for basic chemicals tends to be spread over a wide range 
of applications, as already explained. This is an argument in favour of 
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developing the production of basic chemicals in step with the rest of the 
economy. This issue arises only at a fairly advanced stage of industrial 
development ; at earlier stages it is simpler products, such as soap and 
pharmaceuticals (made up from imported raw materials), that pre- 
dominate (see chapter 1), and, since they serve final rather thai» inter- 
mediate uses, the demand for these products depends directly on the level 
of fer capita income. A developing country can hope to achieve self 
suffi< ency in these products at a relatively early stage and the question 
of industrial balance hardly applies to these branches of the chemical 
industry. 

Fertilizers, pesticides and other chemical products used by agriculture 
are the major exception to the general proposition that the branches 
dealing with basic chemical products can best develop in step with the 
economy as a whole. This group, to which may be added some related 
basic chemicals, such as ammonia, sulphuric acid, nitric acid, urea, 
phosphoric acid, and organic intermediates for the pesticide formulations, 
is closely linked to the agricultural sector even though some of the inter- 
mediate products mentioned are also used for other end-products destined 
for many different markets. If the decision is taken to develop intensively 
the agricultural sector, so that demand for chemical products used by this 
sector expands greatly, it follows that the production of these products 
may be planned to grow at a faster rate than the economy as a whole. 
Theoretically there is a range of possible measures to stimulate agri- 
cultural development, some of which do not increase the demand for 
chemical products, but in practice the various measures are employed in 
combination. 

Individual developing countries may differ in the extent to which 
they can achieve backward integration from the end-products (mixed 
fertilizers, specific insecticide and pesticide formulations, other auxiliary 
chemicals) to the heavy inorganic and organic intermediates. Where the 
market is small, it may be advantageous to import the heavy inter- 
mediate products rather than produce them domestically, even when the 
market has been stimulated by an accelerated programme of agricultural 
development. In this case, moreover, the emphasis of the programme can 
be shifted away from the use of fertilizers and auxiliary chemicals to other 
measures of agricultural development, within the limits imposed by 
technical requirements. 

When examining the relative merits of geographical concentration 
and dispersion of production, a distinction should be made between the 
heavy basic chemicals and light products. Production of the latter can 
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be dispersed with advantage : oils and fats, paints. varnishes and lacquers, 
cosmetics, soaps, polishes, inks, candles, matches and pharmaceutical 
formulations give rise to relatively slight economies of scale in their 
manufacture; also their production in close proximity to each other or 
to the basic chemicals does not significantly reduce costs. On the other 
hand many of these products gain from manufacture close to their 
markets because distribution costs are often a high fraction of their 

total costs. 

In the ease of heavy basic inorganic and organic chemicals, the 
situation is reversed; economies of scale are powerful and production 
costs are greatly reduced if several of these products are manufactured 
in an industrial complex rather than in isolated plants. Except in very 
large developing countries such as India, the economies of scale of indivi- 
dual processes are such that only one such complex is likely to be set up. 
When production is concentrated in an industrial complex, efficiency may 
be increased for the following reasons : 

Common use of output. There are several eases in which an inter- 
mediate chemical product is subsequently used in the manufacture 
of several chemicals. When all the processes are linked together the 
intermediate product can be manufactured on a much larger scale. 

Common exploitation of raw materials or utility inputs. Instead ol an 
intermediate commodity, it may be a raw materia! or utility input 
whose use on a larger scale, made possible in an industrial complex, 
enables its unit cost to fall. Typical raw materials of the chemical 
industry that fall into this category are: sodium chloride (salt) and 
several other non-metallic minerals. Petroleum refinery streams 
should also be mentioned since they are generally thought of as 
raw materials rather than intermediate products. Among the utilities, 
electric power is of the greatest importance for many chemical 
processes, and power generation on a scale sufficient to obtain really 
low unit costs (3--4 mills per kWh) can be absorbed only if all 
electrochemical and eleetrometallurgical processes are grouped into 
a single complex, and sometimes not even then. 

Concentration of sources of petrochemical feedstocks. Petrochemical 
processes cannot be ojierated efficiently unless the feedstocks are 
available in sufficient quantity. Many of the latter are narrow cuts 
obtained as a by-product of refinery operations, that is to say, the 
quantity obtainable is closely determined by the constitution of the 
crude oil used at the refinery and the put tern of demand for the 
products that are refined. It has to be recognized, however, that 
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requirements of the chemical industry aio nut the only factor to be 
taken   into  consideration  when   planning  the   location   of petrol 
rethu'ries. 

Ar nuts thc-fnirr t xchttwjt tif inf» rmrtliult jtrndttctx. I'nits located next 
to cat h other can exchange intermediate product» by interconnect- 
ing pipes (or conveyors) : in this way a whole range of transport costs 
can he eliminateti. Even a distance of 10 to 20 kilometres l>etween 
two plants involve» more sophisticated and expensive means of 
transfer. For relatively small throughputs, the latter may prove 
uneconomical but lor very la.-ge volumes interconnexion over even 
greater distances may IM» justitiell. 

Vumtim» rinrilliii if pmrtM-srs. The operation of ancillary processes 
represents a considerable fraction of total production costs and these 
processes ¡ire themselves subject to economies of scalo. Where, there- 
fore, several core processes are served by the same ancillary process, 
these economies of scale can IH» captured by locating all the core 
processes and the ancillary process in the same complex. The core 
processes may not all necessarily he within the chemical industry. 
Thus, the generation of steam may he shared with a p:i|n r mi!i or 
a sugar mill the loading and unloading facilities of a transport 
terminal may be shared with a wide class of industrial processes; 
repair, maintenance ami replacement facilities may be shared with 
any other chemical process plant that employs similar operations 
Mid has similar kinds of process equipment. 

Sfiorititi tif .vociti I tmrhtadfi. Although less closely tied to an individual 
process than the ancillary operations previously mentioned, social 
overheads includi' services that also yield economies of scale. 
Examples arc the organization of training in specialized operational 
skills, administration and management within a whole geographical 
area, the development of transport and communications generally 
within the area, and the provision of housing and other community 
facilities. 

Many of the cost savings mentioned above are described in the 
literature of economics under the heading of "external economies". It 
is an observable fact that the establishment of a given project or process 
often reduces the cost of production for other manufacturing activities. 
While many examples may be drawn from the unplanned workings in the 
past of private enterprise economic systems, there is no reason why plan- 
ners should not seek to achieve similar results in a less haphazard way 
in the developing countries. 
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The EC'LA study of the Latin American chemkal industry23 presents 
some detailed example« of such complexes, analysing the interrelation- 
ships that they make use of. The following are the major complexes 
proposed : 

A complex based on acetylene, producing polyvinyl chloride (I'VC). 
acetate and cellulose acetate ; 

A complex based on caustic soda and chlorine, where the surplus 
chlorine is used for hydrochloric acid, used in turn to treat phosphate 
rock in order to produce phosphate fertilizer; 

A phosphoric acid complex, including triple superphosphate fertilizers 
and the detergent sodium tri poly phosphate; 

A synthesis gas complex, including ammonia and methanol, leading 
to the production of ammonium sulphate, nitrate and urea fertilizers 
and the plastics urea-formaU'"hyde and phenol-formaldehyde; 

An ethylene complex, including ethyl benzene and styrène, leading 
to the manufacture of polyethylene, polystyrene and 8BR synthetic 
rubber ; 

A benzene complex, including phenol and ethyl benzene leading to 
the manufacture of styrene, polystyrene, SBR rubber, dodecyl 
benzene (detergent) and phenol formaldehyde; 

A propane-butane complex, including butadiene, leading to the 
manufacture of acetone and synthetic rubber. 

INTEGRATING THE INTERMEDIATE AND BASIC PRODUCTS 

When and to what extent backward integration should be under- 
taken in the chemical industry of a developing country are questions of 
great complexity. The two main causes of difficulty are that the inter- 
mediate and basic products are generally subject to strong economies of 
scale and that any given intermediate or basic chemical product is 

** La industria química en América iMtina; for full reference see annex 3 
tinder "Economic Commission for I itin America". The complexes presented by 
ECLA are also reproduced in "Programming Data Summary for the Chemical 
Industry", Industrialization and Pnx'-ictii'itu Hulletin No. 10; for full référence 
see annex 3 under "United Nations Industrial Development Organization". See 
also Isard, W., E. W. Schooler and T. Victorisz, Industrie! Complex Analysis and 
Regional Development, New York, 195Ü in which several fertilizer petroeh« mieul- 
synthetic fibre industrial complexes have been worked out for Puerto Rico. For 
full reference see annex 3 under "Other «ourees". 

1 
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generally required for a large variety of end-products. It is therefore not 
possible for planners to increase substantially the consumption of an 
intermediate or basic product by selectively accentuating the growth in 
demand for a few end-products. 

With a given structure of industrial production, therefore, the 
demand for various chemicals is largely fixed and, under a normal pattern 
of development, an increase in demand will depend on growth in the 
economy as a whole rather than in particular sectors. The only way to 
create additional demand is to favour end-uses of chemical products that 
are connected with consumption. Such planning action would, however, 
set up two biases: one favouring consumption rather than investment, 
and the other favouring the luxury consumption which makes intensive 
use of chemicals (synthetic fibres, plastic goods, rubber tires, detergents) 
compared with consumption of necessities by the general population. If 
these biases are held to be undesirable, the implications for developing 
the production of heavy chemicals must be faced. 

A way out of this dilemma may be to import the intermediate 
chemical product* required to set up manufacture of sophisticated end- 
products, such as synthetic libres, plastics, rubbers, detergents and dyes. 
It is true that some of these products, particularly synthetic rubber, are 
as much subject to economies of scale as are the basic industrial chemicals. 
Others, however, are far less affected and yet their production is character- 
ized by the use of advanced technology and complex organization, 
mastery of which arc essential steps in making industrial progress. If 
these branches of the industry can be established with levels of production 
that arc consistent with the general level of development of the country 
(i.e.. without undesirably encouraging luxury consumption for the sole 
purpose of raising the production level in the processing chain), some 
important benefits of industrialization may be obtained without incurring 
the disadvantages mentioned above. 

Such a strategy, however, creates some new risks in most developing 
countries, where foreign exchange earnings are liable to fluctuate from 
year to year. By setting up end-processes which require imported inter- 
mediate chemical products, a rigid demand for foreign exchange is 
created. If imports have to be cut, the level of activity of these new 
plants must be reduced, unemployment is created, the scarce capital 
resources committed to this branch are underutilized, and the processing 
industries further along the chain, such as dyes, plastics, adhesives, are 
starved of their input needs. When this happens, the situation for the 
developing country is worse than if manufacture of  these chemical 
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end-products had not been attempted : those kinds of consumption with a 
relatively low social priority could have been reduced without creating 
unemployment or undorutilization of capital while producers of consumer 
goods would have found ways of reducing their dependence on imports, 
e.g. by using wooden instead of plastic components or natural glues 
instead of adhesive*. 

In this case, as in others, a balance has to be struck between the risk 
of serious difficulties if the balance of payments deteriorates sufficiently 
and the loss of the benefits of greater industrialization if manufacture in 
these branches of the chemical industry is not undertaken in order to 
maintain greater flexibility in the management of foreign exchange 
expenditure. 

DOMESTIC AVAILABILITY OF RAW MATERIALS 

While the availability of key raw materials within the country is a 
stimulus to the development of the chemical industry, its significance can 
easily he overestimated. An adequate supply of raw materials which 
involves no foreign exchange exinrnditure is clearly helpful, but the size 
of the market is generally a more critical factor. In addition, project 
assessments based on the existence of local deposits of certain raw 
materials often turn out to be unduly optimistic, failing to take into 
account quality, accessibility and true social cost. In some cases the 
correct basis for valuation of a raw material is the cost of its exploitation 
while in others it is the opportunity cost which is appropriate. 

Cost of exploitation 

The cost of exploitation should be the basis of valuation when there 
is no important alternative use. An example is the exploitation of salt 
(sodium chloride) from solar evaporation of sea water in hot arid climates. 
There are sources of salt in practically every country so that possibilities 
of export are generally poor. Furthermore, household use is a minor ele- 
ment in total consumption. Limestone is another example of this kind. 

Natural gas is sometimes a by-product of the production of crude 
oil. At the southern extreme of South America very little gas can be 
absorbed near the oil fields as household or industrial fuel and the volume 
of gas is not sufficiently great to justify export either by building a 

i 
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pipeline overland or by transporting it in liquified form by sea. In this 
case the social value of the gas is only the marginal cost of its exploitation. 
In other words the value is the extra cost incurred*in collecting this gas 
instead of flaring it. 

Opportunity costs 

When a raw material which it is proposed to use for the chemical 
industry has other uses, either within the country or as an export, 
valuation should be on the basis of opportunity costs. If part of the 
domestic production of a raw material is withdrawn from its existing use 
in order to supply a new outlet in the chemical industry, the latter would 
generally pay the ruling price for industrial supplies. Let it be supposed, 
however, that although the major portion of the supplies are of domestic 
origin the balance has to be imported at c.i.f. prices well above domestic 
production costs. In this case, the introduction of new outlets in the 
chemical industry will entail increased imports and the opportunity cost 
is the c.i.f. import price not the local cost of exploitation. 

As another example, the case may be taken of a raw material derived 
from several alternative domestic sources with markedly different produc- 
tion costs, all of which supply only the domestic market. If a new outlet 
in the chemical industry is now set up. the opportunity cost will not be 
the production cost of the supply source that happens to deliver to the 
chemical plant, but rather the price determined by the marginal source 
lor the market as a whole (which may be one of the domestic producers 
or imports), 

(hue again we are dealing with a concept from the literature of 
economics that has lieen derived from observing the working of market 
enterprise economies. It is equally applicable, however, to allocation 
decisions whenever planning is undertaken, whether in a mixed economy 
or a centrally planned economy, except in certain theoretical circum- 
stances which are not often met in practice.24 

** Chenery, H. B„ "Tlie Interdependence of In vest mont Decisioni" in 
M. AbnunovilB et at.. Allocatimi of Economic Resources, Stanford University Proa«, 
Stanfhrd, Culi f.. 195»; and T. Vietorisz, Industrial Development Planning Models 
with Economies of Scale and Indivisibilities, 1964. 
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Quality and am'ssibility of raw materials 

Haw materials may \*v of low quality owing to insufficient concentra 
tion or the presence of excessive amounts of impurities. It may be possible, 
however, to use such raw materials by modifying suitabiy the existing 
technology. The requisite engineering know-how is. however, not available 
in many developing countries. In contrast, the raw materials of sub 
marginal grade in the industrialized countries are under constant study 
with the object of finding processes that will make their use economically 
attractive. Advances in raw materials technology therefore tend to deal 
with geological conditions found in industrialized rather than developing 
countries. 

While the cost of utilization may 1M» high when low quality raw 
materials are used, it is the costs of • \oloitation that are high when raw 
materials are difficult of access. This may result from the geological 
nature of the deposits (e.g. in the case of coal, narrow or broken ser.ms or 
deposits at greater depth, and in the ease of crude oil small scattered 
fields or inadequate porosity or very deep wells). It may also occur because 
the sources of raw materials are located far from existing transport routes. 
Sometimes when raw material sources an- discovered an entire frontier- 
region must be ojiened up and this involves much mom than simply 
creating new roads. (An example is the (îua\ana region of Venezuela.) 
In such ceses the cx|K>nditure on infrastructure helps to generate auton- 
omous growth in the region a* a whole and should not 1«' charge! 
entirely to the cost of exploiting the raw material. 

In formulating an industrial development plan, it will usually IH« 

sensible to adopt a policy that carries the utilization of high cost and low 
grade domestic resources of raw materials a little beyond the point 
indicated by estimates of cost under static conditions. Such a |>olicy makes 
it possible to expa.id the exploitation of the* resources substantially 
within a short time at reasonable additional cost. Haw materials of sub 
marginal quality also play a part in contingency planning. In the event 
of an unforeseen crisis in the balance of payments, the ability to draw on 
additional supplies of domestic raw materials is invaluable, even if their 
costs are somewhat above import price levels. 

INDIUENOI'S VERSUS FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY 

The inability to generate technology adapted to Joeal conditions is 
one of the characteristics that defines underdevelopment. fn the chemical 
industry in particular, the establishment of domestic production unit« 

1 
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offers no guarantee of genuine economic development ; they are often built 
under a turnkey contract, by foreigners using foreign designs and 
technology. The opération of such units does not generally foster an 
indigenous ¡earning process that will eventually enable tin* country 
to dispense with external technical assistance. For this, a systematic 
long tt rm effort in research and development is required and the 
technical level of process engineering design and manufacture must IK* 

improved. 

The establishment of local research and development facilities brings 
many advantages. It is easier to adapt manufacturing processes to the 
specifications of local raw materials and to the local ratio of capital to 
labour costs; foreign exchange is saved that would otherwise have to be 
spent on research and development carried out under contract in foreign 
countries; and. perhaps most importantly, it makes it possible to keep 
the local industry competitive as chemical technology progresses in other 
parts of the world. The basic chemical plants that can IK* purchased and 
erected under contract through internationally known engineering firms 
may soon become inefficient and eventually obsolete unless serviced and 
brought up to date. This requires a substantial continuing enV ! in research 
and development which it is just as important to plan as the physical 
investment m machinery and equipment. Indeed, unlike the process 
plant, the research and development service cannot he readilv purchased 
in the world market. 

The scope for adapting technology to the salifications of local raw 
materials is greater in the chemical industry than in most other industrial 
sectors. The imported technology devised for conditions in the highly 
industrialized countries is seldom modified when transferred to the 
develop- ig countries, where it may not be the most appropriate. In 
chemical technology the most important substitutions occur between 
operating costs and fixed costs: on the one hand, high rates of recovery 
of raw material, low costs of steam and power, low s|*ecilie fuel require- 
ments and high chemical conversion ratios can be achieved; on the other 
hand, large bent exchanger surfaces, large diameter piping, high distilling 
towers, catalyst beds of greater capacity have to IM> used to get these 
results. Relatively speaking, the price of equipment is lower in highly 
industrialized than in developing countries. Thus chemical process plants 
imported from industrialized countries tend to be more capital intensive 
than is desirable for use in the developing countries. 

It is true that the scope for capital-labour substitution is narrower 
in the chemical industry than, for example, in engineering. The core 
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processes arc often entirely rigid, but there is generally room for flexibility 
in regard to aneillaries. 

Jf technology is imported, the .sélection of intermediati» chemical 
input* also tends to he that which is used in the industrialized countries. 
Where there are alternative route» to the production of an organic end 
product, the route adopted in the industrialized countries is generally 
determined only by the reuniting cost of the end-product. It can usually 
\*o taken for granted in these count rie« that the intermediate products in 
the intervening chain of processes will be manufactured on a scale that 
is economical. This contrasts sharply with the ¡»osition in nearly all 
developing countries, where the mont important consideration is often how 
to achieve an adequate scale of production for every link in the processing 
chain. An essential function of an indigenous research and development 
establishment is to explore the technological possibilities and in the course 
of time raise the technical efficiency of the processing route, subject to 
the constraints imposed by problems of scale at every step. A technological 
route that has l»eeonie standard practice in highly industrialized countries 
and gives the lowest cost for high-volume production will often be far 
mow1 costly than another processing route when used at the scale required 
in a developing country. Yet the non-standard route may not be devised 
and proposed unless a local research and development establishment exists 
which has the professional competence to complete the necessary studies. 

It does not require a very advanced degree of technical knowledge 
to put fontani hypothetical processing routes and get them to work in 
a chemical laboratory. The length} and expensive development process 
is to translate such routes from a bench scale to a commercial scale of 
operation. The conversion ratio in chemical reactions has to be maximized 
by painstaking experiments in regard to pressure, temperature and the 
concentration of auxiliary chemicals. At the same time, the cost of spe- 
cialized process equipment must be kept as low as jiossible. The research 
and development effort in the industrial countries cannot be geared to 
the ne»"ds of marginal customers in the developing countries if these 
differ significantly from those of the principal customers who, inevitably, 
are operating in industrialized countries. The sjieeialized needs of develop- 
ing countries, a¡s regards the intrinsic nature of the transformation procès 
ses used, may thus fail to be taken into account in the custom designed 
process plants prepared by engineering firms in the industrialized coun- 
tries. The custom design may extend only to the proper dimensioning 
and interconnexion of the prix-ess equipment for the scale of production 
envisaged. 

J. 
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Although there .»re great advantages to IM- derived from the work of 
KII indigenous resemeli and development establishment, it has to l»e 
recognised that there are formidable difficulties in setting uj> such an 
organization. The ehemieal industry oeeupies third plaee in the United 
States after the aerospace and eiectronies industries in the proportion of 
sales revenue allocated to res< irch and development expenditure (4 per 
cent); .'{..'J i«cr cent of all employees in the industry are professionally 
qualified people engaged in research and development, and the proportion 
is doubled if auxiliary [»eisonnel an* added.*5 These statistics give a rough 
idea of the level of oj>erations that a developing country would need to 
mount. On the one hand, it would not embark on research in some areas 
that absorb large cxitcnditures in the United States: on the other hand, 
the revenue from which research and development must be financed 
expands in the United States largely through sales of the new products 
created, whereas the potential for such expansion may be mori' limited 
in ¿i developing country. International co-o{ieratiou Iwtween developing 
countries for the purpose of sharing the very heavy burden of research 
and development work in ehemieal technology and chemical engineering 
would lie highly advantageous. The possibilities are worth pursuing even 
when the prosjiects of in.egiating manufacture for a coinmo-i market are 
not encouraging. 

In practice, of course, the choice is not limited to the two extremes 
of a fully imported or fully indigenous chemical technology. The various 
compromise measures include the purchase of patent« and licensing of 
individual processes, the custom design of manufacturing plants by 
foreign engineering firms, joint ventures 1 »etween foreign and domestic, 
manufacturing enterprises, and direct foreign investments. Kath of these 
means of importing technology can be combined with a certain element 
of domestically generated technology. Thus, licensing may be restricted 
to certain critical processing links. Foreign engineering design may be 
used to complement the work of indigenous engineering firms only in the 
case of a few processing units with particularly sophisticated technology. 
The participation of foreign firms in joint ventures or the licensing of 
direct foreign investments, may readily f»e made conditional on the kind 
and intensity of local research and development effort that will be 
mounted in comieron with the ventures. Some resistance to a provision 
of this kind is doubtless to l>e expected, since foreign firms generally 

« Hauet on IYrleikyu. N. K. and H. J. Halper. Hemarck and Deveilopment, it* 
tlrowth and C'ompjsiltm,, New York, National Industrial Conference Board, 1963. 
(Studien in Business Economics Heitcs, No, 82.) 
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prefer their affiliates in developing count rie« to make a contribution to 
centralized research and development work in the home country, rather 
than engage on the s|H>t in research anil development work to improve 
the efficiency of local ojierations. The affiliate may be operating in a 
restricted market protected by high tariffa, in which a lower level of 
efficiency places it at no disadvantage: the developing country suffers 
damage, however, to it» growth prosjieets. 

FINANCIAL AND PRIMNU POLICIES 

In deciding it« financial and pricing policies, a developing country 
must have regard to the structure of the world market, the extent to 
which new chemical enterprise* can be set up a« joint ventures, and the 
degree to which production is to be oriented towards export. 

fttineture of the world market 

In private enterprise economies a more or less formal network of 
inter-company relationships tends to be set up between the various 
chemical enterprise« in order to introduce some measure of co-ordination 
in pricing and investment decisions. The form these relationships take 
depends on the national legislation that regulates consultation and joint 
action among competing enterprises. The pressures which bring about 
this situation are not hard to discover. Because of the strong economies 
of scale, each investment decision is likely to involve several million 
dollars—tor the production of basic chemicals, 20 to 30 million dollars 
may well be involved. Moreover, such plant« meet a large fraction of 
the total demand for a given product even in industrialized countries 
and therefore only a few comjwnie« manufacture any given product. 
This leads to a high degree of concentration in which three or four 
companies at most may account for over 80 per cent of total sales of a 
given chemical. Because of the important role of intermediate chemical 
pi-oduets, it also follows that a limited number of companies make 
extensive sale« to each other, under conditions requiring assured supplies 
in large volume and subject to close delivery schedules. This leads to a 
de facto co-ordination of access to markets. Since each new production 
unit tends to cause a large percentage addition to total existing capacity 
to manufacture that product, uneo-ordinated investment decisions can 
easily lead to a situation in which there is considerable surplus capacity. 
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which forces the companies into a price war and may reduce profits to 
such an extent that it may prove difficult to finance future expansion. 
This is a prospect that all market participants arc anxious to avoid. 

A distinction must be made between price reductions arising from 
the existence of surplus capacity and those that result from "life-cycle 
pricing" of individual products. This practice, which is common in 
industries where technological change is rapid, consists of charging rela- 
tively high prices initially for newly developed products, in order to write 
off the research and development expenditure that has been incurred 
within a relatively short period; as the novelty wears off and know-how 
for manufacturing these products spreads, prices are gradually reduced. 
Examples of this phenomenon in the field of plastics, synthetic fibres 
and the intermediate products from which they are made are widely 
known, but a similar trend is also to be seen in basic industrial chemicals 
such as nitric acid, methanol, phenol and acetone. 

Where such cartel activities as fixing prices and allocating markets 
are prevented by law. the tendency is for companies in the chemical 
industry to engage in forms of competition other than price competition, 
in particular, by developing improved processes and ne* products. 
Chemical technology readily lends itself to such competition, but large 
and expensive research and development establishments are necessary, 
which serve further to discourage potential new entrants to the industry. 
The concentration of chemical production in large powerful enterprises 
enables this sei tor to press its views very effectively on the Government 
concerning such matters as import tariffs or quotas. Finally, it should 
be pointed out that the consequences of the oligopolistic structure of 
national chemical industries are felt in international markets where, in 
the past, allocation agreements have Inen worked out. 

The structure deserUied above gives every appearance of stability 
but is not completely invulnerable. A successful attack requires both a 
special situation and enterprises to exploit it whose economic strength is 
comparable to that of the leading enterprises in the chemical industry. 
The development of petrochemicals in recent years provided just such 
a situation and the oil companies were able to make the challenge. They 
held control of the raw materials, possessed large marketing organizations 
and well established research and development units in a closely related 
field of science and engineering. They did not lack financial resources. 
The resxdt has been a sharp struggle for petrochemical markets, the 
creation of considerable surplus capacity at certain times, and a fall in 
the price of several major products. 
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In the United States, several other non-chemical companies have 
entered some branches of chemical manufacture, The.se move« have been 
part of the recent trend towards diversification and mergers of companies. 
In spite of this in tei -industry competition, chemical markets tend to 
stabilize rapidly following a period of price com]>etition for a particular 
product, with a recognition that the newcomer will remain in business 
as a supplier, and a consequential readjustment of market shares. 

A relatively small producer in a developing country is extremely 
unlikely to be able to penetrate a world market that is articulated in 
the way just described. The domestic market may of course be protected 
by tariffs or other means but the possibilities of export are remote, 
except on the basis of common market arrangements, trade agreements 
or joint ventures with large international chemical companies. 

Joint Tentares 

The arguments generally put forward in favour of joint ventures in 
which domestic and foreign interests participate are the following: they 
enable domestic capital to be invested in developing sectors that it would 
otherwise be unwilling to enter; they generate a faster transmission of 
technical and organizational know-how; and they reduce the risk of 
foreign economic dominance in key industrial sectors. 

It can be argued that the total inflow of foreign capital will be greater 
if there is no insistence on joint ventures, the domestic capital finding 
other outlets for investment and the economy developing more rapidly. 
Even where this is true, however, the great economic importance of a 
faster transmission of know-how in the case of joint ventures is likely 
to be a more important consideration, especially in the case of the 
chemical industry. The seriousness of the risk of foreign economic 
dominance cannot be judged in isolation from the polities! vnd social 
conditions in a given country. 

For their part, private enterprises in the developed market economies 
seem i' jreasingly disposed to adopt joint ventures in the developing 
countries rather than wholly owned subsidiaries. Relations with the 
government, employees and the general publie are likely to be better in 
the case of joint ventures. Locally recruited managers bring a deeper 
knowledge of local conditions especially as regards sales and marketing. 
In some developing countries some joint venture?, will also obtain more 
favourable fiscal treatment than foreign-owned subsidiaries. 

¿ 
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Degree of export orientation 

Chemical production may be established primarily for import substi- 
tution or with a more ambitious goal that includes export promotion 
and the basic government policies are likely to vary accordingly. In the 
first case the new enterprise is likely to be protected by tariffs that raise 
internal prices above world market prices, thus making it more likely 
that future expansion can be financed out of retained profits. In the 
second case, the implication is that domestic prices will be kept at the 
level of world market prices (except when export subsidies are employed 
or exports are negotiated in bilateral trade agreements). Self-financed 
expansion is then much harder to achieve. There have been many instances 
in the past of this conflict between self-financing and export promotion, 
particularly in the case of enterprises operated or controlled by the state. 

In the case of joint ventures, the issue of export orientation is often 
adversely decided in advance. The foreign partner may make it a condi- 
tion that the joint venture shall not exi>ort to third countries served by 
its home operations or by its associated companies set up in those 
countries. 



Chapter i 

THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM 
ON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT; 
ISSUES, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The issues, the discussion and the recommendations approved by the 
Symposium are presented in this chapter. 

THI ISSUES*« 

The chemical industry has been one of the most dynamic sectors in 
the industrial structure of developing countries. In many countries, 
investment in this industry is now higher than in any of the other indus-* 
trial sectors. In view of the strategic importance of the chemical industry 
in both industrial and agricultural development, the United Nations, 
together with the regional economic commissions, has recently held a 
number of international and regional meetings at which the development 
prospects and investment needs of the chemical industry in the developing 
countries were discussed. 

In most developing countries, the chemical industry is still in the early 
stages of development. The per capila production for most developing 
countries is less than $10 per year (compared with nearly $200 for North 
America and over $100 for West European countries). It is essential to 
find ways and means of promoting an accelerated development of tin's 
industry and improving the operational efficiency of existing enterprises. 

In view of the wide range of products covered by the chemical indus- 
try, the Symposium focused attention on certain selected issues for 
discussion. 

Economies ol leale and the need for economic co-operation 

Since modern chemical industries are usually capital-intensive and 
subject to economies of scale, the main problem is how to overcome the 
restricted size of the current market, especially in the smaller countries. 

M From Issues for Discussion; Chemical Industry, 1967 (ID/CONF. 1/A. 7) 
(mimeo.). 
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The solution may well lie in market-sharing arrangements, whereby the 
countries of a group would develop complementary ranges of chemical 
products for sale throughout the whole area. In this way the output of a 
whole group could form an integrated pattern of a kind that otherwise can 
be achieved only by large countries. 

Chemical rompieses 

The need to encourage the establishment of chemical complexes has 
been stressed at several United Nations meetings. Thus, the manufacture 
of caustic soda by electrolysis is »ometimeJ uneconomic because of the 
small demand for the by-products, hydrogen and chlorine. If these products 
can be used by some other chemical enterprise (e.g. in the production of 
ammonia, insecticides or plastics) the manufacture of caustic soda may 
become profitable. There are many othei instances in the petrochemical 
field. The authorities in developing countries and chemical companies that 
operate internationally should pay particular attention to the possibility 
of establishing chemical complexes rather than a number of scattered 

small units. 

Utilization of iinronventioiitl and synthetic materials 

Another issue for consideration is the utilization of unconventional 
and synthetic mat* rials. Even when raw materials are physically available 
there may be economic and processing difficulties in their utilization, 
e.g. the necessary machinery and personnel may not be available locally. 
It has therefore become increasingly urgent to explore alternative sources 
of supjly. Thus, ou mg to the shortage of sulphur and pyrites, considerable 
progress has been made in some countries in the production of sulphuric 

acid from gypsum and anhydrite. 

Another example, as recommended by the United Nations Inter- 
regional Conference on the Development of Petrochemical Industries in 
Developing Countries (ST/TAO/SER. C/83, p. 6) is the utilization of 
synthetic materials. The natural products, which these materials can 
replace, are in short supply in some developing countries, and are some- 
times more costi;, or give an inferior performance in some applications 
(e.g., synthetic instead of natural rubber or nylon, rayon and other man- 
made fibres instead of silk, wool and cotton). Plastics are making inroads 
into the markets for wood, glass, metals and other construction materials. 
It becomes increasingly important for the developing countries to seek 
alternative sources for raw materials, to study the production and applica- 
tions of synthetic substitutes and ways of manufacturing chemical products 
via unconventional process routes. 
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Basic inorganic ( hemicals 

The Imsir inorganic chemicals, such ¡is the arid« and alkalis, calcium 
carbide anil chlorine are produced in the developed countries in Jar«;e 
quantities at very low cost, owing to the economies of M'aie. The scope for 
manufacturing them in the developing countries may therefore apj>ear at 
first sight to he relatively limited. Developing countries do, however, 
possess certain advantages. The cost of transport from the present sources 
of supply in develojied countries and the time required for delivery auto- 
matically provide an element of protection to a local industry; raw mater- 
ials are often available locally at low cost; and the availability of cheap 
labour is also, to some extent, a favourable factor to be taken into account 

The regional symposia on industrial development devoted much atten- 
tion to the problem of developing fie basic chemical industries in these 
regions. The African »Symposium27 emphasized the need for studies on the 
availability and possible utilizaron of raw materials such as pyrites ..nd 
natural soda ash. 

The Asia Conference28 noted that large resources of rock salt were 
available in some countries of the region and mentioned the possible 
utilization of by-products of salt manufacture, such as magnesium salts, 
potassium chloride and bromine. 

The Latin American Symposium28 referred to studies which had 
indicated that the market in that region for alkali products of sodium was 
expanding rapidly arid that by 1975 UMiO.OOO tons of sodium -arbonate 
anil 1,050.000 tons of caustic soda would be required. According to these 
studies reserves of the necessary raw materials at three or four locations 
in the region were sufficiently large to warrant large-seal» pnxhietion of 
sodium ash and caustic soda. 

Based on actual production in 1ÍW4 and known projects for expansion, 
the total production capacity of basic chemicals in all developing countries 
is expected to double or even treble by the early 1970 s. Estimated produc- 
tion of certain prixluets as a percentage of the 10b4 level would lie as 
follows: sulphuric acid 280, ammonia .'Î80, caustic soda 250, chlorine 220, 
and soda ash 180. 

The first step to be taken in order to achieve this expansion is to 
prepare a full inventory of relevant resources at the national and regional 
levels. Prospecting for the mineral materials required should also he actively 
pursued. Technical assistance by the United Nations could play an 
important part in this effort. 

" Report of the Symposium on Indiwtnal Development in Africa (1D/CONF. 1/K.R. I j 
(mimeo.). 

*» HejHirt of the, Asian Conference on Iiiduatrialuation (ID/CONK. 1/R.K. 2) (mimeo). 
*• Report of the Symposium oa Indiwtnal Development in Latin America (ID/CONK. 

1/R.R. 3) (mimeo). 
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The resurgence of coal as a raw material tor chemical production 

Processing methods recently developed in nomo industrialized coun- 
tries have indicated the possibility of using coal for the production at 
economic cost of a large number of basic chemicals that are now generally 
produced from petroleum and natural gas. It is important, then-fore, to 
bring this possibility to the attention of developing countries, especially 
those with large coal reserves, and to discuas the possibility of technical 

assistance in this area. 

Problems in transfer of technology 

Existing technology has been developed almost exclusively in the 
industrialized countries' and is generally transferred by such means a« 
patent and licensing agreements, the sale of appropriate equipment, and 
training technical personnel. The problems arising in this connexion, 
particularly in the chemical industry, need to be examined. 

Plastici« 

Plastic materials have already found numerous end-uses in developing 
countries, particularly in consumer goods, and as components of other 
goods, construction materials and packaging. Plastics are replacing tradi- 
tional materials that are more expensive or in short supply, such as wood, 
glass, natural rubber and many metals. However, insufficient knowledge 
of the properties and bebaviour of plastics has resulted in indiscriminate 
use and some of the applications have been unsuitable. The chemical 
industries of the developing countries should study thoroughly the 
potential uses und also the limitations of plastics with a clear understanding 
of their properties; they should also strengthen their facilities for testing 
and quality control and progressively raise the standards of their plastic 

products. 

End-use surveys should be carried out and the possibility examine 
of collaboration with foreign manufacturers. A¡< recommended by the 
Symposium on Industrial Development in Africa, UNIDO should assist 
Governments by organizing surveys and techno-economic studies of the 

plastics branch of the chemical industry. 

In many developing countries the plastics branch is currently integrat- 
ing backwarti into the manufacture of polymers, intermediates and 
monomers from indigenous raw materials. In this connexion, the techno- 
economic aspects of using materials other ihan petrochemicals for plastics 
manufacture should be investigated by countries with large resources of 

coal and vegetable products. 
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The major thcrmoplast ics mich as polyethylene, I'VCaml polystvrciir. 
can hi' produce«! economically only on a relatively largì' wall'. Thin implie« 
a correspondingly large market, either at homi* or abroad It is improbable 
that most developing countries will have a sufficiently large dornest ir 
demand, at least for nom«' years to come, and the export of a large part 
of the output won I« I therefore have to IK« contemplated, despite the highly 
competitive conditions ruling in the international market. Under these 
circumstances and unless a particularly favourable raw material position 
existed, it would be preferable to import the polymer» for use by enterprises 
manufacturing thermoplastic products 

A very different situation exists with regar<i to thermosetting plasties 
The production of the principal thermosetting resins (phenolic«, ureas. 
melamines and polyesters) IF usually carried out in batch processe*, the 
unit of production being comparatively small. It is advantageous to 
prepare the«* resins close to their point of UM\ sin«» they tend to harden 
or cure. onc«> they have b,en prepared, particularly in hot climates Thus 
it might be economic for a comjMiny making resin-bonded chipboard or 
plywood to set up manufacture of the resin as an arljunet t«> its main 
activity, preferably locating the two plants on the same site or nearby. 
The capital investment in resin manufacture i« relatively small, the manu- 
facturing process is relatively simple, ami the "know-how" is readily 
obtainable from foreign manufacturers. 

Pharmaceutical products 

The present low levels of production and consumption of pharma- 
ceuticals in the developing countries suggest that this branch of the 
chemical industry has a very considerable potential for development. Once 
modern medical facilities arc introduced, the demand for drugs rises 
steeply and pharmaceuticals account for a growing share in the total 
chemical production of the developing countries; from 19W» to HMiâ tins 
share rose from 15.8 jier cent to 19.fi per cent. Pharmaceutical industries 
are for the time being limited mainly to formulating active materials 
imported in bulk. In a number of countries, however, backward integration 
has begun into the manufacture of active materials from imported inter- 
mediates or even into the manufacture of the intermediates themsclve«. 

The African and Asian Symposia dealt extensively with this branch 
of the chemical industry and the recommendations adopted at the Asian 
Conference in particular may serve as guidance for specific action The 
developing countries are urged to undertake extensive health programmes, 
surveying the various prevalent diseases ami establishing priorities for 
their treatment and eradication, and to plan the manufacture of pharma- 
ceuticals in relation to these programmes. They are also recommended to 
survey the raw materials required for pharmaceutical production. 
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As to the infrastructure, sh-ps should be taken to train the ncee.ssary 
technical personnel such as chemists, pharmacists, pharmacologists an<i 
microbiologists. Appropriate laws should ì*> passeri and regulation» made 
dealing with the production, imports, .lustribution and retail «ale of drugs. 
Imports of the necessary c.ipitai equipment, instruments, raw materials. 

and packing materials should l>e liberalized. 

It has also been recommended that in areas where modem medical 
facilities have not yet been introduced and traditional medicines are widely 
used, production of medicines should be organized on modern lines, adopt- 
ing proper methods of standardization. A thorough screening of the tradi- 
tional medicines might bring to light preparations that could usefully be 
adopted in modern medicine and permit the ineffective producta to be 

eliminated. 

THE DISCUSSION
10 

Economi!« of swat« and regional Intégrât'on31 

The problems created by restricted nature of domestic market» am! 
the consequent need to r vise the scale of production through international 
economic integration were particularly emphasized by countries that are 
attempting to broaden their existing markets for petrochemical »fid other 
basic chemical products or contemplate ventures in this field. The coun- 
tries that would lie the buyers of these products under a scheme of 
economic integration, however, expressed no Mense of urgency. It was 
implicit in the discussion that there could be no important progress in 
integration until the potential benefits were offered to consuming as well 

as producing countries. 

In this context the existence was cited of bilateral bargains whereby 
a plant for one product would be located in country A in exchange for 
agreement to locate a plant for another product in country B. Other 
countries in the region, however, with abundant hydrocarbon resources 
seemed to be planning the expansion of their petrochemical industries 
more with a view to exports in general than regional integration. It needs 
to be recognized however, that a reasonable bargain about the location 
of production units may result in opening up export markets for petro- 
chemicals within a region that could not otherwise be entered. If the 
comparative advantage of the chemical industry in a given country is so 

»• From Report of the International Symposium on Industrial Development, 
Athens 1967 (ID/11) (United Nations publication. Sales No.: IÌ9.II.B.7). 

31 Monograph No. 18 in thw serie« deals with regional co-operation in industry. 
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great that a bilateral bargain with another country would obviously be 
inefficient, thin would indicate that regional integration could not take 
place on the basis of the chemical industries in isolation and that other 
industrial «ectors must be brought into the planning in order to balance 
the advantages among the participating countries. 

As an example of the benefit« that could accrue from regional 
development of natural resources, methane in Lake Kivu was mentioned. 
Burundi, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Rwanda and Uganda 
oouki benefit from UNIDO assistance in planning and developing the 
resource* of this region to generate power and manufacture fertilizers 
and various chemicals. They alno needed assistance in exploiting other 
resource« (e.g. haematite ore in Uganda) through the application of new 
processing techniques. 

A review in depth was particularly necessary for potential project« 
in the developing regions that might lie sponsored by more than one 
country, projects that would benefit from economies of scale and could 
command a regional market. It was stated that six countries of South 
America had negotiated a scheme for the integration of their market for 
petrochemicals. (Hants for the product-ion of 22 petrochemical would 
be established in various countries under multi-national ownership with 
access guaranteed to the combined market. In this connexion, it was 
pointed out that forward integration from petrochemical» to plastics 
(polyethylene, PVC and polystyrene) would yield similar benefits from 
regional co-operation and the integration of markets. Another specific 
instance where regional arrangements might be encouraged with the 
assistance of UNIDO was in the utilisation of by-products, for example 
in finding markets for surplus quantities of chlorine arising from the 
production of caustic soda. 

The suggestion was also made that careful study was needed to 
determine the optimum size of plant to instali in a given country, since 
this was affected by the future growth rate as well as the initial size of 
the market. Two small units installed at an interval of three or four 
years could be more profitable than one large unit installed at the outset. 
Apart from requiring a »mailer initial investment, this alternative gave 
a better average utilization of production capacity, a smaller loss of output 
due to plant shutdowns, and the possibility of taking advantage of any 
technical breakthrough that occurred before the second nraall unit needed 
to be ordered. 
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Comment on operiti«- product* 

The use «if coal as a sounr of syiitiieti«' organic chemical», particu- 
larly by developing countries, where coal wan abundant and petroleum 
or natur.il gas would have to !«• imported, aroused considerable interest. 
Detailed economic and technical studies should be undertaken, drawing 
on the wide practical ex{>erienoe of the industrialized countries. UNIDO 
should help to organize technical assistance in preparing the necessary 
studies and in evaluating the possibilities of developing these earbo 
chemicals in individual countries 

Problems connected with rubber production interested many 
developing count rie» either a» producers of the natural productor would-be 
producer» of the svnthetie product». The former group was particularly 
concerned with the social and economic importance of this activity in 
their economie» and appealed to major consumers to take this factor into 
account when deciding their purchases of natural and synthetic product». 
They suggested that the problem might l>e carefully studied in consulta- 
tion with the International Kubher Study (¡roup. It was pointed out that 
UNIDO could also assist such countries to develop techniques of trans- 
forming natural rubber into other chemical product*. 

On the other hand the developing countries that do not produce 
natural rubber are in many cuses anxious to establish the production of 
synthetic rubber, particularly as part of a petrochemical complex. These 
countries may l>eiieHt fi >n> UNIDO'» assistance in supplying all available 
information about the most up-to-date processes. 

More generally, it was thought that priority should be given to 
promoting the development of s|>eeinc branches of the chemical industries 
in which the majority of the products manufactured have either backward 
or forward linkages to the agricultural sector of the economy. It was 
pointed out that this action would benefit not only agriculture but also 
certain bianches of other industrial sectors, such as the metallurgical 
industry, where development was dependent on the availability of some 
basic chemical products. 

Another aspect stressed was the linkages to some branches of con- 
sumer industries already established in developing countries, such as 
edible oils, soap and detergents, and textiles. There was also comment 
regarding the problems posed by the shortage of sulphur that was being 
experienced at the time of the Symposium. 
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The role of jroverninciits 

It was emphasized that exf>erieur«» showed the necessity tor Covern 
ment« t.   play  a  positive role in planning and establishing chemical 
industry complexes in the developing countries. 

A supervisory company or hoard was suggested, consisting of repre- 
sentatives from both government and private enterprise, as an inst itutional 
device to deal with the complicated mechanics of setting up this industry. 
Such a company or hoard would not own any of the capital employed 
in the industry, hut would co-ordinate investment policy at the national 
level, netting priorities and making other policy recommendations to the 
Government. Emphasis was also laid on the creation of an appropriate 
legislative framework to encourage and protect investment by foreign 
enterprises and to offer incentives for the location of manufacture in 
region* other than the metropolitan area, which so often attracted an 
i<r. lue proportion of industrial projects. It was suggested that the Gov 
eminent should be involved mainly in setting objectives rather than in 
detailed responsibility for design, implementation and operation. 

Joint ventures with foreign companies were an important means of 
financing big chemical and petrochemical projects in developing conn 
tries, where the shortage of investment capital and the lack of know how 
were sometimes acute, it was hoped, therefore, that the developed conn 
tries would urge their large chemical and petrochemical companies to 
expand this type of venture. In regard to such matters as licence and 
royalty fees, engineering fees and employment conditions for foreign 
personnel, the terms proposed would have to take account of conditions 
in the developing countries. It was also suggested that LTNIDO should 
assist the developing countries in their search for foreign partners for 
such ventures. 

The key role of the Government was not regarded as open to doubt 
and the discussion centred on the types of institution through which 
this role should be exercised. Apart from those already mentioned, 
strong emphasis was placed on institutions concerned with technological 
progress and training. 

Technologie»! progreM snd transfer of t<vhnoh»«:j and skills 

Case histories based on European experience were presented in order 
to show how a country capable of generating its own technology can 
adapt to ï e changing availability of various raw materials. 

«• 
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The key role <>{ techix'!<>u> and training in the viability <>t' ¡» chemical 
induct i y was repeatedly emphasized. The rapiti change brought about by 
constant improvement <>f processes under the pressure <if market require- 
ment» und the activities of competitors brought about changes in the 
machinery ami equipment used and caused their rapid obsolescence. It 
was considered ¡uh i-able to organize research and development facilities 
aw well as th.- tr;'inui'.* of engineers while chemical plants were under 
consti ucti; in 

The problem of faming skilled manpower varied considerably fro.i 
on© developing country to another. In some countries that had only 
recently gained their independence, it proved difficult to get the needed 
management skills without competing with the local civil service; in 
those cane», it was suggested that the solution would be to «elect appro- 
priate candidates and send them to a university course in a develofied 
country, to be followed by on-the-job training in that country. Even where 
initial operations were limited to the distribution of imported chemical 
products, it was felt that an adequate number of people should be highly 
trained in market development and technical .services; only close contact 
with the technical problems of customers and potential customers would 
ensure that the market developed on sound lines. 

it wat» regarded a» being of the highest importance that local cadres 
should participate at all stages of developing this industrial sector, from 
the initial planning and detailed preparation of individual project» to 
operating the manufacturing units and progressively raising their pro- 
ductive efficiency Mixed working groups were the best means of trans- 
mitting practical exfierience. In negotiating the terms on which a joint 
venture should be set up, a developing country should always bear in 
mind that such tran.-*er of skills and technology was probably the most 
important long-term bt nerit to be gained. 

The Symposium emphasized the need to improve the collection, dis- 
semination and use of statistics relating to the chemical industries of the 
developing countries in order to facilitate the studies and establish devel- 
opment programmes. UN IÜ0 had ari important role to play in this respect, 
in close co-operation with other organizations concerned with these 
matters, especially the OECD and the United Nations regional economic 
commissions. 

Recognizing that technical documentation was an essential element 
of technological know-how, the Symposium laid stress on the value of 
organizing its dissemination in the developing countries, while accepting 
that inventions must be adequately protected by suitable legislation. 
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KCOMMENDATIONS AITKOVKIl32 

UNIDO and UNDP should render assistante Io the developing coun- 
tries in establishing, where appropriate, demonstration plants utilizing 
improved or alternative methods of production of basic chemicals and 
petrochemicals. 

UNIDO should examine and make available to developing countries 
the studies on car bo-chemistry and, il appropriate in the light of this 
examination, convene a group of experts to examine cases where curbo- 
ehemicals based on coal could well be valuable. 

UNIDO, in consultation with the International Rubber Study (¡roup, 
should study the problems of the natural rubber and synthetic rubber 
industries and develop appropriate recommendations for technical 
assistance to both natural rubber producing countries and developing 
countries possessing petroleum and/or natural gas resources and desirous 
of developing a synthetic rubber industry. 

UNIDO should assist the developing countries, on request, in encour- 
aging the participation of foreign companies in their jK'trochemical 
industries. Such assistance should be aimed at promoting arrangements 
for the sharing of technological know-how and managerial skills, and the 
utilization of marketing and distribution facilities of the foreign chemical 
companies which may already be established in the export markets. 

UNIDO, in co-operation with the UN regional economic commissions, 
should render technical assistance in the establishment of regional indus- 
trial projects for the benefit of more than a single country in a developing 
region, profiting by the advantages accruing from economies of scale and 
larger regional markets. 

UNIDO should give priority of technical assistance to developing 
specific branches of the chemical and petrochemical industries in develop- 
ing countries, linked to their agricultural production. 

UNIDO, in co-operation with the ILO, should expand its activities 
for the training of technical and managerial personnel for the, chemical and 
petrochemical industries in developing countries, and where appropriate, 
promote in-plant training programmes both in industria»y advanced 
countries and developing countries. 

UNIDO should render assistance to the developing countries in the 
transfer of technology, without prejudice to patent rights, and assistance 
in facilitating arrangements for bilateral or international credit. 

31 From  Report of the International Symposium on  industrial Development, 
Athen« 1967 (ID/11) (United Nations publication, Sales No.: Ö9.U.B.7). 
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UNIDO should undertake to promote the dissemination of informa- 
tion to enable both developing countries and industrially advanced coun- 
tries to exchange information on potential projects in the basic chemical 
and petrochemical industries and should also encourage the dissemination 
of technical and economic documentation of mutual interest to these 
countries with regard to these industry sectors. 



Chapter 5 

UNITED NATIONS ACTION AND OTHER ACTIONS 
TO PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT 
OP THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY» 

As in other industrial sectors, the activities of UNIDO connected with 
the chemical industry are partly concerned with operatiotiH in the field 
and in part consist of support i tig activities. The latter include symposia, 
seminars, workshops and expert group meetings; in-plant training; and 
the preparation of publications dealing with various assets of setting 
up and operating industries in the developing countries. There is a con- 
tinuous interaction between the two parts of this programme: survey« 
and reports from the field lead to the preparation of special studies and 
the organization of meetings to pinpoint the main obstacles to industrial 
development and establish the lines along which solutions must be sought. 
Meetings and the publication of their proceedings lead in turn to requests 
for operations in the field. 

Salt, particularly marine salt, obtainable by solar evaporation, is a 
potential resource of many developing countries and can form the raw 
material basis for a number of basic chemicals. An Expert Group Meeting 
on Modernization and Mechanization of Salt Industries based on Sea 
Water was organized by UNIDO and held in Rome in 11)08. The publica- 
tion of its conclusions and recommendations has already led to a number 
of requests for technical assistance and over ten projects are already 
under way. 

A number of technical assistance projects have been requested from 
UNIDO for the establishment of the production of basic chemicals 
generally. Certain problem areas are seen to be common to many develop- 
ing countries, particularly the question of scale of production in relation 
to the size of markets. An interregional seminar on basic chemicals is 
being organized for 1970, to be held in the USSR. The linkages between 

** Excluding the manufacture of fertilizer», for which nee Monograph No. 8: 
Fertilizer InditMry. 
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basic chemical products and a number of industrial sectors will be care- 
fully examined. It is hoped that this seminar will provide guidelines to 
the'developing countries in formulating requests for technical assistance 
in regard to basic chemicals. It is anticipated that ILO, FAO and the 
regional economic commissions will participate in the seminar. As a 
follow-up, it is expected that a survey will lie made in a particular region 
during 1971 to examine the desirability of manufacture on the basis of 
a regional or sub-regional market, in viewof the effects of economy of scale. 

The second Interregional Symposium on the Development of Petro- 
chemical Industries was organized by UNIDO in Baku, USSR, in October 
1969; the first had taken place in Tehran in 1904. In planning the 
symposium at Baku extensive use was made of experience gained in 
various field projects. In the field of petrochemicals, UNIDO's action 
has been especially linked to the requirements for production of plastics, 
man-made fibres and synthetic rubber. The need has also been shown for 
in-plant training in the repair and maintenance of machinery and 
equipment for the prod» tion of |>etrochemieals. The future programme 
is expected to includi- studies of the production of proteins from petro- 

leum raw material. 

During the period 1967 to 1969, UNIDO provided technical assistance 
to several countries for the evaluation of possibilities to develop the 
production of essential oils. In view of the high cost of transj>ort to over- 
seas markets in relation to the price of the bulk materials, several develop 
ing countries plan to improve their position by extending the processing 
into semi-finished or finished products. Investigations have already shown 
the need to assess the impact of synthetic substitute materials, to distin- 
guish the different qualities of natural essential oils required by different 
markets and to solve some problems of processing and packaging. 

At the other end of the chain of processing, UNIDO is engaged in a 
number of technical assistance projects relating to pharmaceuticals. 
Activities in this field are exacted to grow steadily and work is being 
co-ordinated with WHO. In most developing countries it is desirable to 
stari with small packaging om-rations and develop gradually the more 
sophisticated activities of raw material preparation and product testing. 
An ex]»ert group which met in Bud ipest in 1969, in which representatives 
of WHO and FAO participated, pointed out that there were important 
economies of scale at these later stages and suggested that consideration 
should be given to the possibility of pharmaceutical production on a sub- 
regional basis. Furthermore, it was essential to establish appropriate 
legislation controlling the purity of pharmaceutical formulation and to 
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ensure the training of sufficient qualified pharmacists to render these 
controls effective. UNIDO is giving increasing attention to the linkages 
between the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medical supplies and 
equipments. A pharmacological institute already established in one devel- 
oping country may serve as a model for other similar projects. 

The manufacture of industrial products by fermentation is also receiv- 
ing attention. The non-food applications of the fermentation processes 
include organic acids, glycerine and antibiotics. These activities are 
particularly well suited to many developing countries Iwcause the 
required equipment can be Himple in design and construction and also 
relatively inexpensive, while the agricultural or waste products needed 
as raw materials are usually available within the country. An Expert 
Working (¡roup met in Vienna in 1969 to study this subject and inter alia, 
reviewed the results of technical assistance projects now in progress. It 
was stressed that some industrial products obtainable through fermenta- 
tion can be manufactured more cheaply by a petrochemical industry and 
any decision to manufacture such products by fermentation would seem 
to imply a permanent protection by import duties against competition 
from petrochemicals. 

The UNIDO programme for development of the chemical industry 
is financed under various Uniteti Nations operational programmes in 
which UNIDO participates. These are: the Regular Programme of 
technical assistance devoted to industry, the funds for which are drawn 
from the United Nations budget (RP); the Special Fund component of 
the United Nations Development Programme UNDP SF); and the 
Technical Assistance component of the United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP/TA). UNIDO receives, in addition, voluntary con- 
tributions from Governments for the financing of the Sjieeial Industrial 
Services Programme (SIS), a programme limited mainly to urgent short- 
term missions. Some project« may also be financed from funds in trust, 
deposited by Governments for gpecific projects, or other direct voluntary 
contributions. In all these programmes assistance is given only at the 
request of the Government concerned. Annex 1 contains a selection of 
the major technical assistance projects with which UNIDO has been 
concerned since its establishment in 1967. 
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BASIC GENERAL APPROACHES 

Apart from technical assistance in specific branches of the chemical 
industry there are various types of project that embody a general 
approach. Projects are in operation in some of these areas, while other 
areas might form the object of future UNIDO activities. 

Consultant and trouble-shooting groups 

The organization of consultant and troubleshooting groups, that 
could be made available upon request for limited (leriods at very short 
notice, would respond to the complaint by some developing countries 
that international technical assistance is not made available quickly 
enough in those cases where its whole value depends on the s[>eed with 
which it is given. The main functions of such groups would be : 

Advising Governments on selection and submission of projects for 
technical assistance; 

Assisting governmental and other organizations in developing coun- 
tries in the negotiation of technical aid agreements and licensing 
agreements with enterprises or institutions in industrially advanced 
countries ; 

Assisting Governments of developing countries in the negotiation of 
regional co-o]>eration and integration agreements amongst each 
other ; 

Emergency technical and managerial trouble-shooting. 

The periods of assignment of such groups would l)e kept short as a 
matter of policy and they would avoid involvement in policy making 
and long-term planning. Individuals or organizations who act as the 
national counterparts to such short term international teams could be 
provided with long-term support in the form of training activities or 
advice from resident technical assistance experts. 

Research, development und process engineering 

A wide-ranging effort is needed in most developing countries to 
establish a reasonable degree of technological independence in the 
chemical industries. Because of the significant economies of scale that 
characterize chemical research, development and process engineering, it 
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is unlikely that these functions can be successfully undertaken except in 
close association with large-scale production facilities of a technically 
advanced nature. The following appear to be the desirable lines of 
further action : 

To establish chemical research, development and process engineering 
institutions located at the »it«« of the largest availahl j>etro- 
chemical or other chemical complexes, closely integrated with the 
production act'vities of these complexes—common international 
institutions serving a region or sub-region are likely to lie the most 
efficient solution where this can be arranged ; 

To associate these institutions with the major universities offeriiy 
professional training in chemistry, chemical engineering and process 
equipment design—likewise on a regional or sub-regional i»a*is if 
possible ; 

To commit these institutions to the task of devising technological 
changes (new techniques and adaptations) that will benefit the 
chemical industry of the country or group of countries : and to make 
them responsible for transmitting full details of these changes to the 
manufacturing enterprises as quickly as possible ; 

To emphasize the role of domestic engineering enterprises in supply- 
ing a growing proportion of the equipment required for new chemical 
projects, expansion and replacements, stimulating those techno- 
logical adaptations that are geared to the capabilities of the engineer- 
ing sector. 



Annex 1 

UNIDO ASSISTANCE IN DEVELOPING CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 

A. AREAS KELATINO TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHEMICAL INDOTTRY IN 

WHICH UNIDO IS IS A POSITION TO PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

Feasibility and pre-investment studies; 

Establishment of various sectors of the pharmaceutical industry; 

Assistance in establishing sectors of pulp and paper industry; 

Assistance in the use of natural products as sources of basic chemicals; 

Use of fermentation principles a? viable industrial sources of basic 
chemicals ; 

Production of solar salt and production of basic chemicals from salt ; 

Evaluation of inland brines and minerals as source of chemicals ; 

Establishment of petrochemical complexes; 

Improvement in petrochemical processes using up-to-date technology ; 

Utilization of domestic raw materials, petroleum, natural gas and 
natural products in combination with petrochemicals; 

Production of protein from petroleum and natural gas; 

Improvement in fabrication of plastics, synthetic fibres and synthetic 
rubbers; 

Assistance in the application of plastics in agriculture, building, 
packaging and engineering industries ; 

Market evaluations; 

Assistance in quality control, testing and standards. 

B. SELECTED MAJOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS 

The projects listed below relate to the activities oí the United Nations 
Industrial Development Organisation since its establishment in 1967. The list 
exeludes projects carried out under the predecessor organisation of UNIDO 
(the former Division of Industrial Development up to 1962 and the Centre 
for Industrial Development up to 1967,. Since the projects are listed for Ulus- 
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trativc purposes, the names of countries have been omitted. The respective 
programmes under whieh the projects are implemented are shown as: 

SIS Special Industrial Services of UNIDO 

UNDP/TA    United Nations Development Programme, 
Technical Assistance Component 

UNDP/SF    United Nations Development Programme, 
Special Fumi Component 

RP Regular Programme 

(1)   Projects implemented or under implementation by UNIDO in arms related 
to the development of the chemical industry 

¿reicA 

The estaMishment of pharmaceutical manufacturing industry (SIS) 

Utilization ol inland brines for the production of basic chemicals (SIS) 

Establishment of essential oils industry (SIS) 

Pre-iovestment studies in the use of natural gas (UNDP/SF) 

Utilisation of natural gas (UNDP/TA) 

Establishment of pharmaceutical industry sectors ÍSIS) 

Production of essential oils (SIS) 

Production of solar salt (SIS) 

Production of potash (SIS) 

Marketability of basic chemicals (SIS) 

Pharmaceutical advice to study centres (SIS) 

THE AMERICA» 

Advisory services on the production of soda ash (SIS) 

Production of caustic soda and chlorine (SIS) 

Production of chemicals from furfural (SIS) 

Hie production of salt fi-om seawater (SIS) 

The manufacture of essential oik (818) 

Application of plastics in agriculture (SIS) 

Production of PVC and polyethylene (SIS) 

Advice on petrochemical policy (SIS) 

Selection of petrochemical products for export (SIS) 
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The application of plastics for the building and packaging industries 

(SIS) 
Establishment oí plastics technology centre (UNDP/SF) 

Production of solar salt (SIS) 

EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST 

Réhabilitation of solar salt industry (SIS) 

Advice on and industrial utilization of sodium chloride from rock salt 

(SIS; 

Advice and planning on a pharmaceutical industry (SlS) 

Advice and planning a chemical complex based on salt (SIS) 

Production of unsaturated polyesters (SIS) 

Advice on polymer technology (UNDP/SF) 

A study on catalytic reactions (UNDP/TA) 

Advice on calculation of petrochemical proceises (UNDP/TA) 

Production of solar salt (SIS) 

Chemical complex based on salt (SIS) 

ASIA AMD THE FAR EAST 

Development of salt-based industries (SIS) 

Advice on the production of caustic soda and chloriue from natural 
resourt os (SIS) 

Advice on the development of basic chemical industries (SIS) 

Advice on industrial fermentation (SIS) 

Improvement in quality of synthetic fibres (SIS) 

Establishment of Plasties Technical Service Centre (818) 

Production of synthetic adhesive» (SIS) 

Production of dyestuffs (UNDP/TA) 

Production of Bynthetic polymers for application in the batter 
industry (RP) 

Advice on techniques of polymer chemistry (SIS) 

Establishment of pharmaceutical industries (SIS) 

Disposal of industrial effluents and trade wastes (SI8) 
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(2)    Project* in preparation or under discussion with (¿»rentment* in ureas related 
to the development of the chemical industry 

Ar Rie A 

Assistance in plastic» fabrication (SIN) 

Advice on the development of petrochemical industri«»* (¡SIS) 

TUB AMKRIf AS 

Assistance in planning for petrochemical industrien (SIN.i 

Essential oil production (SIS) 

Establishment of pharmaceutical industry sectors (HIS) 

Quality control and testing of plastics (SIS) 

Training of technicians for the plastics fabrication industty (SIS) 

Production of solar salt (UNDP/8F) 

ASIA AND THK KAR RAST 

Establishment of pharmaceutical industries (SIS) 

Establishment of synthetic fibre industries (SI8) 

Demonstration plant for the production of plastics-wood products 
(UNDP/SF) 

Assistance to plastic« processing industries (SIS) 

Demonstration plant for the production of synthetic fibres (UNDP/SF) 

Uti'ization of waste products as sources of chemicals (SiH) 

KVSOPE AMD THE MIDDLE EAST 

Improvement in technology of polymer manufacture (818) 

Establishment of petrochemical industries (SIS) 

Natural gas development (SIS) 
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MEETINGS, SYMPOSIA AND WORKING GROUPS 
ORGANIZED BÏ UNIDO OR BY THE UNITED NATIONS PRIOR TO 

THE INCEPTION OF UNIDO 

United Nation* Interregional Conference on 
the Development of Petrochemical Indus- 
tri** in Developing Countries 

Expert Group Meeting on Modernization 
and Mechanization of Salt Industries based 
on Sea Water 

Expert Group Meeting on Development of 
Plasties (polymer) Industries in Developing 
Countries 

Preparatory Meeting for the Second Inter- 
regional Symposium on Petrochemicals 

Expert Group Meeting on Establishment of 
Pharmaceutical   Industries  in   Developing 
Countries 

Interregional Symposium on Development 
of the Petrochemical Industries 

Expert Working Group on Manufacture of 
Chemicals by Fermentation Processes 

Interregional Seninar on Basic Chemicals 

Expert Group Meeting on Future Tr* nds 
and Competition between Natural and Syn- 
thetic Rubber 

Seminar on Man-made Fibres 

Expert Group Meeting on Use of Plastics 
in Agriculture 

Expert Group Meeting on Manufacture of 
Proteins from Hydrocarbons 

Expert Group Meeting on Essential Oil« 

Locution        Dale of meeting 

Tehran November 1964 

Rome September 1968 

Vienna November 1968 

Vienna No /ember 1968 

Budapest May 1969 

Baku October 1969 

Vienna December 1969 

Proposed dates 

USSR 1970 

London 1971 

Latin America 1971 
1971 

1971 

1971 
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SELECTED LIST OF DOCUMENTS AND PUBLICATIONS 
ON THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY» 

INITED NATIONS 

CENTOS FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT (PREDECESSOR OF IJNIDO) 

Studies in Economic* of Industry, No. I, Cement/'Nitrogenous Fertilizers Bated 
on Natural Gas (ST/ECA/75) (Sales No. : 63.I1.B.3). 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

"Preliminary Bibliography for Industrial Development Programming—Part IÍ. 
Chemical and Related Industries", Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin 
No. 6, pp. 67—77 (ID/SER. A/6) (Sales No. : 63.II.B.1). 

"Programming Data Summary for the Chemical Industry", by T. Victoria«, 
Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin No. 10, pp. 7—56 (ID/SER. A/10) 
(Sales No.: 66.11.B.8). 

Techniques of Sectoral Economic Planning: The Chemical Industries, Industrial 
Planning and Programming Series, No. 1 (ST/CID/14) (Kales No.: 66.II.B.17). 

Studies in Petrochemicals, 2 vols. (ST/CID—4) (Sales No.: 67.11.B.2). 

Profiles of Manufacturing Establishments, 2 vols., Industrial Planning and 
Programming Series, Nos. 4 and 5 (ID/SER. E/4 and ID SER. E/6) (Sales Nos. : 
67.1I.B.17 and 68.II.B.13). 

The Brazilian Synthetic Polymer Industry, Petrochemical Industry Series. No. 1 
(ID/SER. J/1) (Sales No.: 69.II.B.13). 

Studies in the Development of Plastics Industries, Petrochemical Industry 
Series No. 4 (ID/SER. J/4) (Sales No. : 69.11.B.25). 

Establishing Standardization of Plastics in Developing Countries, Petrochemical 
Industry Series No. 5 (ID/SER. J/5) (Sales No.: 69.11.B.27). 

1 Symbols and Salita Numbers of United Kations documents and publication* »ru given in 
part'iiUioi» after the title«. 
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Selection of Projects and Production Process for Basic and Intermediate Petra- 
chemiml* in Developing Countries. Petrochemical Industry Series, No. 2 
(ID/SKR. .1/2) (Sales No.: 69.11.R28). 

Studie* in Plasties Fabrication and Application, Petrochemical Industry Series. 
No. 3 (ID/SKR. .1/3) (Sales No. : B9.U.B.32). 

Modernization and Mechanization of Salt Industrie* Ba*<d on Seauvter in Devel- 
oping Countries, 1969 (ID/26). 

Proceedings of the Expert WorkingGroup Meeting on the Establishment of Pharma- 
ceutical Industries in Developing Countries, held in Budapest from 4 to 5 May, 
1969 (ID/35). 

Sectoral Studies prepared for the Symposium: Chemical Industry, May 1967 
(1D/C0NF. 1/25) (inimeo.). 

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR ASIA AND THE FAB EAST 

Development Prospects of Basic Chemical and Allied Industries in Asia and the 
Far East (Sales No.: 64.H.F.9). 

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMEBICA 

La industria química en América Latina (Sales No. : 64.11.0.7). 

OTHER SOURCES 

Airov, J., The Location of the Synthetic Fiber Industry, M.I.T. Pre» «ad John 
Wiley and Sons, New York, 1957, 844 p. 

Aries, R. 8. and R. D. Newton, Chemical Engineering Cost Estimation, McGraw- 
Hill, New York, 1955. 

Backman, J., Competition in the Chemical Industry, Manufacturing Chemists 
Associates, Washington, D.C., May 1964. 

Chilton, C.H., "Six/Tenth Factor Applied to Complete Plant Costs", Chemical 
Engineering (New York), No. 57, pp. 112—114, April 1950. 

Faith, W. L., D. B. Keyes and R. L. Clark, Industrial Chemicals, 2nd ed., 
John Wiley and Sons. New York, 1957, 844 p. 

Isard, W. and E. W. Schooler, Location Factors in the Petrochemical Industry, 
ITS Government Printing Office, Washington, DC., 1955. 

Isard, W., E. W. Schooler and T. Vietorisz, Industrial Complex Analysis and 
Regional Development, M.I.T. Press and John Wiley and Sons, New York, 
1959, 194p. 
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Manne. AS., Ed., Investments for Cajmity Erpannion- Size. Location and 
Time Phasing, M.I.T. Press, Cambridge. Mass , 1907 

Markham, J. W., The Fertilizer Industry: Study of an Imptrfect Marhl. 
Vanderbilt University Press, Nashville, Tenn., 1958, 249 p. 

Shreve, R. N., The Chemical Procès* Industries. 2nd ed.. McGraw-Hill, New 
York, 1956, 1004 p. 

US Stat« Department, Agency for International Development. Industry Fact 
Sheets: Industry Profile, loose-leaf, periodically revised. 

Vietorisz, T. and A. S. Manne, 'Chemical Processes, Plant Location and 
economies of Scale", in A. 8. Manne and H. M. Markowitz, ed«., Studies in 
Process Analysis: Economy-Wide Production Capabilitks (Cowles Foundation 
Monograph, No. 18), John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1953, pp. 13«—15«. 

Waddell, R. M., P. M. Ritz, N. J. Dew and M. K. Wood, Capacity Expansion 
Planning Factors—Manufacturing Industries, National Planning Association, 
Washington, DC., 1966. 
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HOW TO OBTAIN UNITED NATIONS PUBLICATIONS 

United Nation» publications may be obtained from bookstore« and distributor» 
throughout the world. Consult your bookstore or write to: United Nations. Soles 
Section. New York or Geneva. 

COMMENT SI •ftOCUtfft LIS PUBLICATIONS DES NATIONS UNIES 

tes publications dos Nattons Unios sont en vente dr.ni loi librairies et les eas.rces 
dépositaires du monde entier. Informex-vevs auerfe de votre librairie ou adresttz- 
vous à: Nouons Unies. Section des ventes. New York ou Genève. 

COMO CONSEGUIR PUBLICACIONES DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS 

Les publicaciones de lot Nociones Unidos estén en vinta en librerías y catas 
distribuidora! en todos portes del mundo. Consulte a su librero o diríjate a: 
Naciones Unidas. Sección de Ventos. Nueva York o Ginebra. 
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